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PREFACE 
The effects of early spring burning and mesquite 
density on plant species composition, biomass, and stem 
density in Hardland range were investigated at Ft. Sill 
Military Reservation during 1985. Results from this study 
showed that there are distinct differences in the effects 
of early spring burning on the plant communities associated 
with different densities of mesquite. The presence or 
absence of brome and/or litter appeared to be the maior 
influencing factors. After burning, mesquite free areas 
had an increase in plant diversity and perennial grasses, 
and a decrease in brome. Mesquite free areas decreased in 
standing crop biomass and stem density at all heights after 
burning. In high mesquite density areas, burning increased 
plant diversity and the relative number of perennial 
grasses. Brome was reduced by burning. Burning decreased 
standing crop biomass and stem density early in the growing 
season and i~creased standing crop biomass and stem density 
late in the growing season, in comparison to unburned high 
mesquite density areas. The effects, however, were only 
temporary because brorne recolonized the areas after two 
years. In low mesquite density areas, burning increased 
standing crop biomass, stem density, plant diversity, and 
to some degree, the relative number of perennial grasses. 
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rnAPrER I 
IN'I'RODUCTION 
Although the effects of fire on prairie grasslands and the role 
of fire in rraintaining grasslands has been studied in rrany areas, 
there is still a p:i.ucity of information relating the effects of 
burning to the time of year the burning occurred and the influence 
brush (rresquite in the southwest) can have on the desired outcane. 
N3.tive grasslands of the central United States evolved under a system 
of grazing and periodic, sometimes annual or sporadic, burning 
(Anderson 1976, Jackson 1965). Periodic burning has led sane authors 
to OJntend that grasslands are not a climax o::xnmunity b.lt an early 
success~onal stage maintained by fire (Sauer 1950, Stewart 1953). In 
a:mtrast, Carpenter ( 1940) suggested that grasslands are a climax 
OJrrmunity rraintained by a deficiency of rainfall during the latter 
.r;:ortion of the dry season. Ebrchert <1950) OJntends that grasslands 
are climax a:xnmunities rraintained by climates which are sirnolv rrore 
cnnducive to grass whether there is fire or not. Still others OJntend 
that grasslands are climax communities and that the extent of 
grasslands are rraintained by climate; fire being only one of rrany 
enviromrental factors (Weaver and Albertson 1956). Malin (1956) 
disagreed with the idea of a fire clirrax because fire Cbes not always 
retard woody growth or pranote the invasion of grass at the expense of 
trees. Rather, each grassland is unique and the invasion of \\DOdy 
1 
growth (every grassland cnntains non-grass species, scrne of which rray 
l:e termed v.;oodyl, t..he climate associated with a p:i.rticular area and 
t..he variations and extrenes experienced, plus a host of other 
variables including altitude, top::igraphy, geological structure, soil, 
and ground water. 
M:lnagers now realize the imp::irtance and usefulness of fire and 
frequently use fire as a rranagement tool. Vogl ( 1965) and rrany other 
authors (Curtis and Partch 1948, Hadley and Keickhefer 1963, Old 1969, 
Anderson 1972, Wright 1972, Vogl 1974, Peet et al. 1975) found that 
EBrly spring burning not only decreased the amount of d=ad herb:ige tut 
also increased the amount of green herb:ige. However, in rrore arid 
regions the results are less clear. Fire can reduce veqetati ve growth 
\.\here debris accumulations are cnnsiderable and xeric cnnditions 
follow turning (Hopkins et al. 1948, La.unchba.ugh 1964). However, 
To.vne and Owensby (1984) found that burning tallgrass prairies in 
Kansas, even in dry years, had m affect on herbage production. 
Gral:Br (1926) showed that vegetative production was decreased on 
grasslands burned either in late spring, late fall, or early spring, 
and Anderson et al. (1970 ) also noted that forage quality was higher 
on plots burned in late spring •. Areas burned in late spring were 
closest to the vegetative production on unburned areas. Havever, 
plant .i;x:>pulations were greatest on plots burned in late fall and least 
on those burned in late spring. Plots burned in late fall and early 
spring had greater plant p::>pulations than unburned areas. Anderson et 
al. (1970) and Ta.vne and ~nsby (1984) found similar resulLs and 
attributed the higher production in late spring burns to the greater 
m::>isture retention cap:i.city of such areas and to the Cbrrrancy of some 
2 
plants. Thus, burning at a time to minimize surface exµ::isure will 
prevent noisture loss and increase herl:age production (TCHme and 
ONensby 1984) . 
The invasion of \A.DOdy growth into grasslands effect the diversity 
and species comp::>sition of prairie plants in some areas (Gruell 1983). 
Havever, evalU3.ting the effect of associatea veqetative chancres 
depends on the rranagernent objectives for an area, e.g., is the goal to 
produce rrore forage for cattle or _seeds and cover for wildlife. In 
grazed prairies, dense VvDOdy vegetation suppresses grass production 
and available forage (Dalrymple et al. 1964), i.e. as har&o.Dod crown 
area increases, herl:age decreases (Ehrenreich and Crosby 1960, Crouch 
1986). F'or example, Dalrymple et al. <1964) found that oontrol of 
winged elm (Ulrnus alata) oould Cbuble and sometimes triple forage 
production. D:rrrow and Mccully (1959) attributed increased herl:age 
production after brush oontrol to the release of rroisture, light, and 
nutrients. 
In the southwestern United States, mesquite (Prosopis juliflora) 
is one of the rrost common v.DC>dy invaders into prairie areas. Mesquite 
growth forms vary fran a rrany stemmed bushy plant less than 1.5 m tall 
to a large single trunk tree that can reach 15 m in height and 0. 6 m 
in diameter. The variation in growth habits is influenced by 
rroisture, soil, weather, and injury to the plant (Fisher 1948). The 
extensive root system of mesquite allows it to withstand drought, 
oompetition with other plant species, and prolonged overgrazing. 
Roots rray reach depths of 6 to 18 m and extend laterally as much as 15 
m fran the l:ase of the tree (Dayton 1931). 
The origin, extent, rate, and degree of rresquite "infestation" 
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into the southwestern United States has teen a much deb:l.ted subject. 
M:lny authors contend that the mesquite invasion is of recent origin, 
stemning fran either droUjht, cattle drives, overgrazing, a d::cre:i.se 
in wildfires, or a OJmbination of several of these factors. Hc:wever, 
there is a prep:>nderance of evidence showing that rresquite has teen in 
the southwest since long tefore the events that some claim are the 
ca use of its eruption. Malin (1956 ) examined rep:irts fran toth the 
Long and Marcy expeditions of the ffirly to mid 1800 's and found that 
mesquite not only occurred in the southwest during the ffirly 1800's 
but oovered vast areas in d::nse uninterrupted stands. M:llin also 
noted that the misconceptions al::out the origin and :r;:a.st extent of 
mesquite are not nearly as important as the ap:r;:a.rent change in the 
growth form of mesquite and acccxnp:mying vegetation. Mesquite rn the 
tree form, once occupied an area that, fran the d::scriptions of early 
explorers, w::mld te considered savanna. Today, some of these same 
are:i.s are covered with a near im:penetrable jungle of the brushy form 
of mesquite. There are areas, however, ¥.here mesquite has recently 
invaded, not simply increased in density. In Texas alone, mesquite 
now occupies over 138 million hectares, 4.9 million of ¥.'hich have only 
teccxne infested in the :r;:a.st 20 years (Thorras et al. 1968). 
Mesquite causes considerable problems for ranchers tecause it 
reduces the density and herb:l.ge yields of grasses and thus increases 
the oost and difficulty of handling range cattle (Martin 1975). In 
Arizona, as few as 62 trees per hectare have cut herb:l.ge production in 
half (M:lrtin 1975). Generally, however, sites with annual rainfall of 
at least 0.64 m and sites of higher quality with less rainfall, have 
enough ITDisture to supp:>rt mesquite with only a slight reduction in 
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grass production (Fisher 1948). Mesquite has also teen shown to 
accelerate or induce erosion. Mesquite requires three to four times 
much W3.ter to produce one unit of dry natter as d::> na.tive perennial 
grasses (McGinnies and Arnold 1939). The long lateral roots of 
rnesquite remove rroisture fran the soil tetween the trees. This 
rroisture reduction results in relatively l:arren areas that are 
susceptible to wind and i:,.,ater erosion (LYE.rtin 1975). 
M3.ny methods of rnesquite removal and their effects on herl:age 
production have teen and are teing investigated. Wright (1968) found 
that fires with surface temperatures of 538 C or greater show 
potential to kill mesquite and increase tol::osa grass (Hilaria mutica) 
production. Hcwever, We:i.ver and Clements (1938) stated that fire 
increases rnesquite at the expense of grasses. Shredding of mesquite 
can also increase herba.ge production but timing is essential to 
prevent a loss of grasses (Schuster 1968). Box <1968) rroni tared 
herba.ceous vegetation responses to roller chopping, scalping, root 
plowing, and shredding of rnesqui te. All rrethods increased herl:age 
production. Cable and Tschi:rley (1961) found that spraying rresquite 
with 2,4,5-T resulted in an average of twice as much herbage over the 
six years following spraying as produced on untreated areas. M3.rtin 
(1975) stated that mesquite infested range could te restored to full 
productivity if all rnesquite v.as removed and noted that grass response 
following removal W3.S excellent on sites that received 20 an or rrore 
of surrmer rainfall, if a good crop of remna.nt perennial grasses W3.S 
present. 
There are, however, discrepancies concerning the extent to Y.hich 
rnesquite should te controlled on gra~slands. 03.vis (1979) did mt 
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notice an increase in grasses in mesquite infested areas when e.l.ther 
75 percent or 90 percent of the mesquite \'BS removed by grubbing and 
also noted that grasses appear to recover fran drought conditions 
faster in areas infested with rresquite. HCMTever, Fisher (1948) stated 
that in a ITDderate to d=nse stand of rresquite there is severe 
competition with grasses for rroisture, light, and, to a lesser extent, 
plant nutrients. -----
Many studies state conclusively that d=creased coverage by 
mesquite results in an increased production of forage. HCMever, 
studies that note either the number of rresquite plants before and 
after treatment or total d=crease in rresquite cover, Cb not comp3.re 
herbage yields to those on similar areas without rresquite. 
Furthermore, the effects of grazing are often not taken into 
consid=ration. To d:termine whether total removal of rresquite is rrore 
conducive to herbage production than _()3.rtial removal, a knowledoe of 
mesquite-free area herbage production is necessary. Without this 
knowledge, herbage production in rresquite infested areas will 
generally be assurred to increase until all rresquite is removed. 
Prescrited burning and rresquite removal are generally oriented 
towards improving range land for Cbmestic livestock. Most studies 
offer inforrration concerning forage quality, changes in plant species 
composition (rrostly in terms of the removal of undesirable species, 
including rresquite), increasing productivity of forage plants, 
vegetation height <in one form or another), bianass, and litter ci=pt,~ 
(Dix 1960, Owensby and Anderson 1967, Graves and McMurphy 1969, 
Anderson et al. 1970, OY;ensby et al. 1973, Bragg and Hull:ert 1976). 
While these variables provid= useful inforrration, they Cb not provi 
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any indication of vegetative structure (stern density at varying 
heights) or what degree of rresquite removal provides for the highest 
biomass production in the al:sence of grazing. 
The objectives of this study v-.Bre to determine if there are any 
statistically significant differences in vegetative structure in an 
ungrazed area J.:etween areas of different burn ages and/or rresquite 
densities, to d::termine the effects of fire and mesquite density on 
plant species com,!;X)sition and biomass, and to d::termine the effects of 
these latter two factors on stem d::nsity. 
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ffi.l\PrER II 
STUDY AREA 
General 
Fort Sill Military Reservation (FSMR) is located in Cananche 
County, southwestern Oklahorra (Figure 1). The 38 ,164 ha reservation, 
established in 1869, is a United States Army Artillery and Missile 
Center. 
FSMR is located within the Central Rolling Red Prairie Resources 
area W.S.D.A. Land Resources Regions and Major .wand Resources Areas 
of the United States ) . Habitat types vary greatly, ranging fr an 
relatively flat prairie in the east to jagged, steep granite hills in 
the v;est. Fifty....:one percent of the land is level to a slope of less 
than three percent, 20 percent is rolling with a 3 to 5% slope, and 29 
percent has a slope of greater than five percent. Approximately 52 
percent of FSMR is within the East cache Creek \oatershed, 40 percent 
in the West cache Creek \oatershed, and eight percent in the Big Be:i.ver 
Creek \oatershed (Cananche Co. SCS 1970). 
FSMR has a temperate, oontinental dry, subhumid climate. The area 
is influenced by weather :p3.tterns that are sustained by alternating 
rrovements of w:trm, rroist air fran the Gulf of Mexico and either 
oontrasting oooler, modified rrarine air fran the v;est coast or oooler, 
dry air from the arctic. Rapid weather changes are canmon and result 
in distinct flu:::tuations of temperature, cloudiness, wind, and 
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FORT SILL MILITARY RESERVATION 
COM4NCHECOUNfY·OKLAHOUA 
Figure 1. The Study Area at Ft. Si11 Military Reservation, Comanche County, Oklahoma. 
precipitation (Cananche Co. SCS 1970). 
Mean annual b=>Jnperature at FSMR is 17 .1 C and mean annual rronthly 
temperatures range fran 4.8 C in January to 28. 7 C in AUjust. 
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Freezing temperatures occur on an average of 74 cays each year, 
l::Etween October and April. An average of five days per year have a 
high temperature !.:Blow freezing. Minimum readings of -17 .8 C or !.:Blow 
occur in one out of every six years (Cananche Co. SCS 1970). 
Mffin annual precipitation ranges fran 68 an in the west to 83. an 
in the northeast corner of the county. FSMR has recorded a rrea.n 
annual precipitation of 77 an with rrost rainfall occurs in spring 
(34%). The winter rronths are the driest, accounting for only al::out 15 
p::rcent of the total annual precipitation. Me:1.n annual eva_p'.)ration is 
high Cl.61 m), and peaks l::Etween May and Octol::Er (Cana.nche Co. SCS 
1970). 
Prevailing winds at FSMR are northerly in January and February 
and southerly during the rerrainder of the year. Moon wind speed is 
over 19 kph and winds of 50 to 80 kph are common (Ca:na.nche Co. SCS 
1970). 
I'he vegetation on FSMR closely resanbles the clirrax romrnuni ties 
associated with e:1.ch soil type; sails l::Eing the rrajor cause of 
variation within the plant cnmmunity. Other variation is prima.rily 
due to past and present hurran influence. Areas once in crop 
production often vary fran typical clima.x a:xrununities d=pending on the 
time since last in production (Cana.nche Co. SCS 1970). FSMR is 
presently not l::Eing grazed and rrost areas have not l::Een grazed for 
over 30 years. Presently, rrajor disturb::lnces are prima.rily lirni ted to 
fire (prescrired burning is used yearly in select areas and wildfires 
as a result of military training, i.e. vehicles and explosives, are 
oomnon. 
FSMR has three rrajor grassland types. Tall grasses, such as big 
bluestern (Andropogon gerardi), little bluestem (Andropogon scocarius), 
sand bluestem (Andropogon hallii), switchgrass (Panicum virgatum), and 
Indiangrass (Sorghastrum nutans) occupy rroister areas. Mia and short 
grasses, such as blue grarra (Bouteloua gracilis) and sideoats grama 
(Boutelora. curtipendula), occupy the rrore drought ratured areas 
(Cananche Co. SCS 1970). 
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Wooded areas are prirrarily restricted to riP3-rian zones and rocky 
uplands. The rrost cnmmon b::>ttornland species are Arrerican elm (Ulmus 
americana), pecan (Carya illinoensis), western hackberry (Cel tis 
occidentalis), red oaks, blackjack oak (Quercus rrarylandica), and 
mite oaks (p::>st, bur, and chinquapin). Upland WX>ds are cbminated by 
blackjack and p::>st oo.ks (Quercus stellata) with an understory of 
rative grasses, nurrerous legumes and other forbs (Cananche Co. SCS 
1970). 
Mesquite is found on rrany Hardland and Slicksp::>t range areas 
(Appendix A). The understory generally consists of native grasses 
wi t."1 some forbs, which are especially abundant in disturl::ed areas 
(Cananche Co. SCS 1970). 
Study Area Proper 
The study area is located on a 2160 ha (Figure 1) tract along the 
southern b::>undary of the ~st range of FSMR. It extends north to a 
line :p3.rallel to and 0. 6 km oorth of McKenzie Hill Rood, south to 
South Boundary Roa.d, east to Tank X Rood and west to a line fran False 
QU3.nah Mt. to just v.iest of Three-Crows Pond. This study area vas 
selected l:ecause rresquite densities are diverse, prescril:ed turn ages 
are known (fran 1982 to 1985), few wildfires occur in the area, and 
the area is accessible fran all sides. 
The soils on the study area (Appendix B) are di verse ( 20 types) 
but are cbminated by the Foard series ( 62% of the study area), 
p:irticularly the Fcard-Slickspot complex (Table 1). The soils of the 
remaining area are prlinarily of the Port series (15.8%) and Granite 
Cobbly Land (9.2%) (Figure 2). 
Ten range classes (Appendix A) are present on the study area 
(Figure 3). The rrajority of the area is Hardland Range (70.83%) and 
Lo3.rny :eottanland (13 .03%) (Table 2). 
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'Il\BLE 1. OOIL 'IYPES PRESENT ON 'IHE s·rooY AREA. AT FT. SILL ."'1ILITARY 
.RE.:3ERVA'rION, CDW\NC'"tlE Q)UNTY, OKI.A.HOMA.. 
SYMBJ.L 
FsB 
Po 
Ge 
FtB 
Ro 
Ps 
Pc 
IaC 
Bk 
Im 
St 
IaB 
VeD 
FSA 
FaA 
LzD 
vec 
Br 
Es 
DISTRIBITTION 
MA.PPING lNI'I' 
Foard-Slickspots complex, 1-3% slopes 
Port loam 
Granite cobbly land 
Foard and Tillrran soils, 1-3% slopes 
Rock land 
1144.7 
246.2 
199.0 
149.5 
Port-Slickspots complex 
Port clay loam 
Iawton loam, 3-5% slopes 
Breaks-Alluvial complex 
Limestone cobbly land 
Stony rock land 
Lawton loam, 1-3% slopes 
Vernon soils, 5-12% slopes 
Foard-Slickspots complex, 0-1% slopes 
Foard silt loam, 0-1% slopes 
Lu:::ien-Zaneis-Vernon complex, 5-12% slopes 
Vernon soils, 3-5% slopes 
Broken Alluvial land 
Eroded clayey land 
Tillrran clay loam, 3-5% slopes 
58.1 
50.8 
45 .1 
40.4 
34. 9 
32.0 
30.8 
28.9 
26.9 
26.2 
18.3 
8.2 
5.8 
5.5 
4.6 
4.1 
53 .00 
11.40 
9.21 
6.92 
2.69 
2.35 
2.09 
1.87 
1.62 
1.48 
1.43 
1.34 
1.25 
1.21 
0.85 
0.38 
0.27 
0.25 
0.21 
0.19 . 
Figure 2. Soil Types on the Study Area at Ft. Sill Military Reservation, Comanche County, Oklahoma. 
Figure 3. Range Classes on the Study Area at Ft. Sill Military Reservation, Comanche County, 
Oklahoma. 
'Il-\BLE 2 • RAN3E CIASSES PRESENT ON 'lliE S'rUDY AREA AT FT. SILL 
tv'"ilLITARY RESERVA'rION, CX>MA.NCHE ()) UNTI, OKIAHOMA. 
Range Class Hectares % Coverage 
Hard.land 1530.l 70 .83 
IDa.my Pot tanland 281.4 13 .03 
B:>ulder Ridge 135 .4 6.27 
Hilly Stony 58.1 2.69 
Leamy Prairie 44.0 2. 04 
Limestone Ridge 34.0 1.57 
Red Clay 29.5 1.37 
Hilly Stony Savannah 26.6 1.23 
Red Clay-Loamy Prairie 12.6 0.58 
B:>ulder Ridge Savannah 8.4 0.39 
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CHAPI'ER III 
MEIHODS 
Habitat Designation 
During 1985, three factors were used to delineate habitat tyr:ies 
for romf6.ring grassland C'Cmffiunities. First, the range classes 
descril:ed by the National Handl:x>ok for Range and Related Grazing lands 
(U.S.D.A.-S:S 1967) rrapped in the Ft. Sill Conservation Plan (1970) 
¥."ere superimposed onto aerial [.hotographs of the study area. Range 
classes are rrore broadly defined than soil types, incorporating soil 
type pl us actual plant rover. Second, a rrap showing the different 
ages of prescrited burns (all early spring burns) \\B.S placed over the 
range classes and lastly, a rrap of mesquite densities w::i.s ronstructed 
with the aid of aerial [.hotographs and ground truthing and w::i.s 
superimpose9. over the aforanentioned rraps. These rraps rrade it 
possible to determine the range class, mesquite density, and burn age 
at any point in the study area. Mesquite densities were arbitrarily 
broken down into three classes, i.e., open grasslands Cmesouite free), 
incanplete 03.nopy (low rresquite density), and complete 03.nopy (high 
rnesqui te density) . 
Effort w:i.s roncentrated in Hardland range tecause it represented 
over 70 percent of the study area (Table 2) and other range classes 
had low variability in mesquite densities and prescrited burn ages. 
Concentrating on Hardland range ronsequ=ntly restricted the soil types 
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examined to the Frard-Slicksp::its complex (Appendix A) and thus 
lessened vegetational differences due to soil type. Lo3.my Bottcxnland 
and Hilly Stony Savannah range classes were not considered because 
tl'iey ar·2 primarily forested. 
IE.ta were collected along 100 m fixed transects .i;x:>sitioned abJut 
the longest axis of ea.ch habitat type. Markers were placed every 10 
meters and transect lines began at least 20 rreters fran any road or 
trail. 
Vegetation Analysis 
Biomass, stem density, and species comp:isition of plants v;ere 
measured at 63.Ch of the 10 sampling p:>ints along fixed transects. 
Biomass and stem d:nsity data were taken at monthly intervals fron 
April throu:Jh Au::lust, 1985. Species comp::>sition w:i.s determined in 
Au::lust. 
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Biomass w:i.s estimated using a "Rol:el .i;x:>le". Robel et al. <1970) 
found that a visual obstruction measurement taken from a height of one 
meter and a distance of four rreters provides a reliable index 
m2=0. 96) of the amount of herbaceous vegetation on site. Four 
readings (to the nearest 1/4 d:n) were taken at ea.ch of the ten p:>ints 
along 63.ch transect fran the four cardinal compass l:earings with the 
.i;x:>le remaining in place. Pairwise t-test (LSD) were applied to rrean 
robel p:>le readings to compare biorna.ss estimates for ea.ch month and to 
determine monthly changes in the biomass of ea.ch habitat. Tu.D p:>ints 
on the mesquite free b.lrned area were not used in computations because 
}x)th sites were altered midv.ay throl.J3'h the study. 
Species comp:isition w:i.s determined by the roint transect l:::asal 
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intercept rrethod (Levy and Madden 1933). Species composition data 
were recorded at each of the ten p;::>ints along each transect. The 
Shannon formula as rrodif ied by Pielou (197_5) w:i.s used to ca.lculate a 
diversity index (Odum 1959) for each habitat from the sum of the 
species identified on each transect. Schoener's (1968) index of 
similarity w:i.s used to determine the similarity of species composition 
among habitats. Principal components analysis (PC.A) \18..S applieo to 
species composition data to identify those species that contributed 
the rrost variability to the system. 
An ap.i;:aratus v.as developed to determine stem density (numl:er of 
stems per linear distance) at different heights (Figure 4). The 
apparatus consisted of two p;::>les (2.54 an x 142.86 cm) that were 
driven 23 an d=ep into the ground. The p;::>rtion al:Dve ground v.as 
rrarked off in five centimeter intervals from 0 to 120 an. Holes large 
enoll3'h to allow insertion of a 9.5 rrm diameter rod were drilled in the 
p;::>les at each five centimeter mark. A 120 an x 9.5 nm rod rrarked off 
in five centimeter intervals completed the apparatus. The apparatus 
W3.S used as follows: the two large :i;:oles were placed in the ground at 
each of the ten :i;:oints ( 110 an apart) along transects. Vegetation in 
the area between the :i;:oles v.as undisturbed. The 9 .5 nm rod v.as then 
run from one :i;:ole throll3'h the vegetation into the hole of the 
mrresponding height on the other :i;:ole. The rn1mber of "stems" 
touching the rod for each five centimeter interval v.as then recorded. 
This procedure v.as repeated until the rod v.as al:Dve all the 
vegetation. Stem density profiles for each habitat were then 
quantified by regressing height on stem c:Ensity. Only readings from 
75 cm arove ground level_ (AGL) and below were used in comparisons 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
Figure 4. Design of Apparatus Used to 
Measure Stem Density of 
Vegetation at Various Heights. 
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i:eca LlSe stem density readings arove 75 cm rec.erred frcm the r<29.ression 
rrodel and added little to OJmp:i.risons. Additionally, two .t=0ints in 
the unburned rresquite free area that 1t.Bre altered midway through the 
study were not used in regression calculations. Regression lines were 
OJmp:i.red using analysis of OJvariance to determine significant changes 
in a habitat over time and differences among habitats each rronth. 
Changes in stem density regressions were further elab:>rated on by 
noting changes in stem density at representative heights. By using 
the regression lines calculated for the stem d:nsity of ea.ch area 
(Appendix N), stem densities were calculated at heights of five 
centimeters and 50 an ab:>ve ground level to determine if some areas 
had higher stem densities closer to ground level or at higher levels 
than areas with similar total stem densities. Mean stem density w:i.s 
comp:i.red to biomass estimates and the OJrrelation detennined. This 
procedure also gave a profile of the vegetation that vas OJmi;:ared 
relative to species comp:isition and biorra.ss estimates among habitats. 
Pairwise T-test CI.SD), regression analysis, analysis of 
.covariance, and princip:i.l OJmp:>nents analysis 1t.Bre all calculated 
using SA.S statistics programs CRay 1982). 
CRAPrER IV 
RESULTS 
Species Conposition 
Thirty-two plant species were identified along transects (Table 
3) in the study area (Appendix C). All areas Y.Bre cbmira.ted by brane 
(Branus sp.) and/or rare ground, one api;:arently at the expense of the 
other. There were no significant differences CP>0.05) between 
CJmbined total percentages of brane and rare ground between different 
burn ages (Table 4) or rresquite d=nsi ties (Table 5). There were no 
significant differences (P>0.05) between p::rcentages of rare ground 
whether analyzed by burn age (Table 6) or rresquite rensi ty (Table 7), 
thou:Jh areas without rresquite ha.d approximately 50 p::rcent rrore rare 
ground than areas with rresqui te, and unburned areas ha.d up to 50 
p::rcent less rare ground than burned areas (Figures 5, 6, 7). 'There 
w;i.s, however, a high negative correlation CR2=0.95) between the 
qra.nti ty of rare ground and brane (Figure . 8 ) • Areas with rresqui te, 
especially at high rensities, ha.d a higher percentage of brane than 
those areas without rresquite, thoUJh the only significant difference 
(P<0.05) "Was between high d=nsity rresquite areas and burned areas 
without mesquite (Table 8). 
Princii;:al components ara.lysis (PCA) yielded results similar to 
those revealed by correlation. Only two factors, !:are ground and 
brane, had loadings ( 99% of the total variance) and all areas loaded 
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ThBLE 3. RELATIVE ABUNDANCE OF pr.._ANr SPECIES ( % ) IN R.Ehl\.TION 'ID 
BURN AGE AND MESQUITE DENSITY ALONG STUDY AREA TRANSECTS A'r Fr. 
SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, CDMANCHE OJUl'ilTY, OKI.AH0'1l\., 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Yea.rs 1-Yea.r Study-Year 
Mesquite Density 
Species N L Hl N L H N H N L H N L 
B:tre ground 24 82 3 70 14 48 86 87 75 57 46 66 35 
Jap;i.nese Braue 71 94 74 48 2 37 43 3 59 
Little Bluestem 2 19 2 17 12 
Western Ragweed 1 2 2 1 2 
Broanweed 2 1 1 3 2 
Hairy Grarra 4 5 1 1 9 
Yarrow 1 1 1 1 
Vine Meguite 1 1 2 3 
Blue Grarra 3 6 2 5 
Sideoats Grarra 3 1 1 
Panicum sp. 1 1 2 
Prairie Threeawn 9 4 1 
Gumweed 1 1 1 
Silver Blues tern 1 3 
Sedge 1 1 
Star Violet 1 1 
Johnson Grass 3 
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TA.BIB 3 (Continued) 
Big Blues tern 1 
Plantago sp. 1 
Maximillian Sunflower 2 
Silverleaf Nightshade 2 
canada Wild Rye 2 
Annual Dropseed 3 
Chaetopappa 1 
Buf falograss 1 
Mourning Lovegrass 1 
Rush 2 
Silvery Golden Aster 1 
Missouri Goldenrod 1 
Yellow Neptunia 2 
DJtted Button Snakeroot 1 
Plains Coreopsis 1 
Swi tchgrass 1 
1N=No mesquite; L=Low rresquite density; H=High mesquite density 
ThBLE 4 • mM.PARIS'.JN (LSD) , BY BURN 
AGE, OF mM.BINED PRCME AND &\RE 
GROlJl_\JD PERCENTAGES ON 'IHE sruoY AREA. 
AT FT. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
CX>MA.NCHE o:::>CNI'Y, OKI.AHOMA., 1985. 
Burn age N MEE.n Grouping 
Unburned 3 91.33 A 
2-Year old 2 87.50 A 
1-Year old 3 86 .00 A 
3-Year old 3 84.67 A 
Study-Year 2 81.50 A 
Means with the same grouping letter 
are not significantly different 
(P<0.05), D.F.=8, 1SD=23.041. 
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ThBLE 5. CDMPARISON (ISD), BY MESQUITE 
DENSITY, OF CD.'vlBINED l3RCME AND B_ll.R.E GROl.ND 
PERCENTAGES ON 'IHE STODY AREA A'r Fr. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVA'TION, o:::MAN2HE ()) lliT:l, 
OKI.AHQ"1.li I 1985. 
Mesquite Density · N Mean Grouping 
No Mesquite 5 79 ."00 A 
LJ::M Density 4 88 .25 A 
High Density 4 92. 75 A 
Mea.ns with the same grouping letter 
are not significantly different 
(P<0.05), D.F.=8, LSD=23.041. 
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'ffi.BLE 6. CDMPARISON (LSD), BY BURN AGE, 
OF BZlli.E GROIJ.'JD PERCENTAGE.S FDR 'IHE S'IUDl'. 
AREA. AT FT. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
CDMANC-rlE CDCNTY, OKI.AHOWI., 1985. 
Burn age N Moon Grouping 
2-Year old 2 86 .50 A 
1-Yrer old 3 59.33 A 
Study-Year 2 50 .50 A 
3-Yrer old 3 44.00 A 
Unburned 3 36.33 A 
Means with the same grouping letter 
are not significantly different 
CP<0.05), D.F.=8, ISD=55.776. 
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TABLE 7. Q)MPARISON (LSD), BY MESQUITE 
DENSI'r'x'., OF Bl\.RE GROLND PERCEN'rAGES ON 'IHE 
STUDY AREA A'T Fr. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, 
m.'vlANCHE mcNrY, OKIAHCMA, 1985 • 
Mesquite Density N Moon Grouping 
No Mesquite 5 64 .20 A 
WW Density 4 47.00 A 
High Density 4 46 .00 A 
Means with the same grouping letter are not 
significantly different CP<0.05), D.f.=lU, 
ISD=43 • 94 9 • 
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:::'igure 5. ?"requency of Brome Cccurrence-in Relation to Burn Age 
and Mesquite Density on the. Study Area at Ft. Sill 
Military Reservation, Comanche County, Oklahoma, 1985. 
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Pigu:::-e 6. frequency of l>are Ground Occurrence in Relation to 
Burn Age and Mesquite Density on the Study Area at 
Ft. Sill Military Reservation, Comanche County, 
Oklahqma, 1985. 
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Figure 7. Frequency of Brome and Bare Ground in Combination in 
Relation to Burn Age and Mesquite Density on the Study 
Area at Ft. Sill Military Reservation, Comanche County, 
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Figure 8. Regression of Percent Bare Ground On Percent Brome Cover 
for Study Area Transects at Ft. Sill Military 
Reservation, Comanche County, Oklahoma, 1985. 
ThBLE 8. O::XV.lPARISON (LSD), .i3Y £v'JiSQLll'l'E 
DENSI'rY, OF ERCME PERCENTAGES ON 'IBE STUDY 
AREL\. AT FT. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, 
mMANCHE mrn·ry, OKLAHOMA, 1985 • 
Habitat N Mean Grouping 
High Mesquite Density 5 46. 75 A 
1l:::M Mesquite Density 4 42 .50 AB 
Burned-No Mesquite 4 0. 75 B 
Means with the same grouping letter are not 
significantly different CP<0.05), D.F.=9, 
LSD=45.738. 
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I 
positively (>0.7) on one or J::oth of these factors (Table 9). Burned 
areas without mesquite, the unburned area with a low mesquite. density, 
and the 2-year old burn with a high mesquite density all loaded 
positively only on b3.re ground. All other areas loaded pJSitively on 
bro:ne, but the 1-year old and study-year b.lrns with low rresquite 
densities and the 3-year old and study-year burns with high rresquite 
densities also had positive loadings on b3.re ground. 
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By eliminating b3.re ground fran FCA and restricting analysis to 
plant species, several more factors (plant species) became im:i;ortant 
(Table 10). Brane contrib.lted most of the variability to the 
cnrrmunity (55%) and still had the same areas loading :i;ositively 
<>0.9). The 2-year old b.lrn with a high mesquite density also loaded 
p:>sitively on brane but loaded higher on other factors. Little 
bluestem became the second most im:i;ortant factor, accounting for 23 
percent of the total variance. Three of the four burned areas without 
mesquite loaded :i;ositively on this factor. The study-year .ourn area 
without mesquite and the 3-year old b.lrn without mesquite loaded 
positively on hairy grarra (Bouteloua hirsuta )(12% of the total 
variance). The unburned area with a low mesquite density and the 2-
year old b.lrn with a high mesquite density loaded positively on the 
remaining two factors - prairie threeawn (Aristida olignatha) (7% of 
the total variance) and brc:x:xrcweed (Gutierrezia dracunculoides) ( 2% of 
the total variance) • High factor loadings are supported by the high 
relative frequencies of each species (Ai;pendix D). 
By noting habitat grouping r:atterns within each factor (plant 
species) and their similarity to habitat groupings inclusive and 
exclusive of bra:ne it \.\6.S :i;ossi ble to see how plant species 
TABLE 9.. PRINCIPAL CDMPONENTS ANALYSIS FACrOR 
LOADIN3S OF PL.;c..NT SPECIES CDM.FOSITION ffi'I'A 
( INCLCDH\G BA.RE GROlliD) IN REI.ATION 'ID BURN AGE AND 
MESQUITE DENSI·rY ON 'IRE STUDY AREA AT FT. SILL 
MILI'I'ARY RESERVATION, OJMANCHE OJONTY, OKI.AHa.lA, 
1985. 
Factor 1 Factor 2 
Burn Age Mesquite Density Ba.re Ground Brome 
2-years none 0.983 0.000 
1-year none 0.983 0.000 
3-years none 0.981 0.000 
Study-year none 0.979 0.000 
2-years high 0.977 0.000 
Unburned low 0.977 0.000 
1-year low o. 739 0.667 
3-years low 0.000 0.999 
Unburned high 0.000 0.989 
Unburned none 0.000 0.987 
Study-year low 0.354 0.933 
3-years high 0.580 0.811 
1-year high 0.606 o. 787 
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TABLE 10. PRINCIPAL CXXVINNENTS ANALYSIS FACTOR LOADIN3S OF PI.ANT 
SPE:IE.S (EXCLLDIN3 B.ZlliE GROmD) IN RELATION 'IO BORN AGE AND 
MESQUI'rE D£NSI'fi'. AT Fl'. SILL MILI'I'ARY RESERVA'I'ION, OJrvli\NCHE 
CDlli'I'Y, OKI.AFIOMA, 1985. 
Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
Burn Mesquite Little Hairy Prairie 
Age Density Braue Blues tern Grama Threeawn Broomweed 
Unburned HIGH 0.997 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 0.000 
3-Ye::i.rs HIGH 0.997 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Study-Ye::i.r IJ:Jlil o. 997 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1-Ye::i.r LOW 0.996 o.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Unburned N'.)NE 0.996 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3-Yoors LOW 0.996 o.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1-Ye::i.r HIGH 0.990 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1-Yoor NJNE 0.000 0.983 0.000 0.000 0.000 
3-Yoors NJNE 0.000 0.980 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 
Study-Yoor N:>NE o.ooo 0.780 0.437 0.000 0.000 
2-Yoors NJNE 0.000 0.000 0.986 0.000 0.000 
Unburned J..00 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.960 0.255 
2-Ye::i.rs HIGrl 0.260 0.000 0.000 0.469 0.843 
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composition was affected by the presence of brome (Table 10). FCA 
groupings, when brome is not considered (Table 11), showed all areas 
without rresquite loading p::>sitively on little bluestem (26% of the 
total variance). Other areas loaded on vine mesquite (Panicum 
obtusum) (18% of the total variance), prairie threeawn <14% of the 
total variance), blue grarra (12% of the total variance), and western 
ragweed (Ambrosia psilostachya) ( 9% of the total variance) . 
Blue grama increased after burning ~nd v.as found in 1-year old 
burns in areas with and without mesquite. Havever, increases in bl u= 
grarra appeared to l::e only temporary. There were no otner apf8.rent 
rorrelations with burn age or rresquite density. Hairy grarna and 
broa:nweed accounted for little of the overall variance when bra:ne v.as 
not considered. Again, loadings correlated well to the high relative 
frequency of each species (Appendix D). Relative freqlEncy &.ta also 
indicated a oorrelation l::etween the 1-year old burn and high blue 
grarra density and the low mesquite density areas and western ragweed. 
Schoener's similarity index =0.7), v.:hen applied to plant 
cnmposition &.ta, including ba.re ground, produced results similar to 
those found in PC.A (Table 9); the similarity of areas -v.as l::ecause of 
the presence of l:s.re ground or brome (Table 12). 
There were no significant differences (P>0.05) in rcean plant 
diversity indices in relation to burn age (Table 13) or mesquite 
density (Table 14) but, burned areas without mesquite were 
significantly different than those with mesquite (P<0.05) (Table 15). 
The higher diversity indices in areas without brome or only a low 
percentage of brane, suggest that in areas with high brane 
percentages, brane had an inhibitory affect on other plant species. 
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'I'ABI..£ 11. PRINCIPAL ffiMroNENrS AJ.'ilil,YSIS FACI'Oi<. .L.lliDfr,.::.;S 0£' Vf-iliIOUS 
PI.ANT' SPECIES (LESS PRCXVIE) IN REL.ATION 'IO BURN AGE A.ND ~"E:SQCIITE 
DENSI'rY ON 'IHE STODY ARFA AT FI'. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
OJMANCHE ffiCNTY, OKLAHCX'-1A, 1985. 
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Factor 1 Factor 2 Factor 3 Factor 4 Factor 5 
Burn Mesquite Little Vine Prairie Blue Western 
Age Density Blues tern Mesquite Threeawn Grarna Ragweed 
3-years N)NE 0 .964 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Study-year IDNE 0.894 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 
1-year IDNE 0.890 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 
Unburned IDNE o. 721 0.000 0.000 0.000 o.ooo 
Study-year LOW o.ooo 0.981 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Unburned HIGH 0.000 0.815 0.000 0.000 0.385 
3-yea.rs HIGH 0.000 0.793 0.000 0.000 -0.389 
··Unburned LOW 0.000 0.000 0.923 o.ooo 0.000 
2-years HIGH 0.000 0.000 0.910 0.000 0.000 
1-yea.r HIGH o.ooo 0.000 0.000 0.898 0.000 
1-yea.r L');t\1 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.826 0.285 
3-years LOW 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 0. 856 
2-yea.rs N)NE 0.467 0.000 0.000 0.000 -0.430 
TABLE 12. SC-HOENER SIMILARITY INDEX CLMPARISON OF PLANT SPECIES 
OJ!.v1.J?OSI'l'ION ffi:I'A CINCLOOING BL\.RE GROlND) IN RELATIOI\ 'ID BURN AGE ,Iu'JD 
MESQUITE DENSITY FDR 'IHE S'rUDY AREA AT Fr. SILL MILI'rARY RESER\lA'rION I 
~N2HE CDU>lTY I OKI.AHO'vlA, 1985. 
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No Mesquite LcM Mesquite High Mesquite 
Burn Age Burn Age Burn Age 
UBl 3 2 1 SY2 UB 3 1 SY UB 3 2 
3-Years .26 
No 2-Years .26 .78 
Mesquite 1-Year • 26 • 90 • 77 
Study-year .29 .83 .73 .79 
Unburned .25 .71 .82 .75 .68 
Low 3-Years .86 .16 .15 .14 .19 .16 
Mesquite 1-Year .62 .60 .58 .59 .62 .59 .54 
Censi ty Study-Year • 83 . 35 • 35 • 35 • 38 • 38 . .75 . 73 
Unburned .74 .03 .03 .03 .06 .05 .79 .41 .65 
High 3-Years .72 .49 .49 .48 .51 .50 .62 .85 .86 .52 
Mesquite 2-Years .26 .72 .87 .75 .72 .87 .16 .61 .37 .05 .50 
Censity 1-Ye::i.r .67 .50 .46 .51 .52 .48 .58 .85 • 7t5 .46 .89 .Sl 
1uB = Unburned 2sY = Study year 
'JABLE 13 • CDMPARISON (LSD ) , BY BURN 
AGE, OF MEAN PIAN'I' DIVERSI'rY INDICES. 
ON 'IHE S'rUDY ~ AT FT. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVATION, CDMANCHE ())lNTY, OKIAHCMA, 
1985. 
Mffin 
Diversity 
Burn Age N Index Grouping 
2-Years 2 1.3281 A 
Study-Yffir 2 1.1231 A 
3-Years 3 0.7501 A 
1-Ye.a.r 3 0.7117 A 
Unburned 3 0.6663 A 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F .=8, LSD=l.2168. 
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ThBLE 14 • CDMPARISON (LSD) , BY MESQUITE DENSITY, 
OF MEAN PIA.NI' DIVERSITY INDICES ON 'IRE srrnY 
AR.FA. AT FT. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, OYvJANCHE 
CDWTY, OKLAH0i'1A, 1985. 
ME6.n 
Diversity 
Habitat N Index Grouping 
No mesquite 5 1.1526 A 
I....aN Mesquite Density 4 0.8020 A 
High Mesquite Density 4 0.5789 A 
MEans with the same grouping letter are not 
significantly different (P<0.05), D.F.=10, 
LSD=0.80806. 
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'ffiBLE 15. CDMPARISON (LSD), BY MESQOI'TE DENSITY, 
OF MEAN PLANI' DIVERSITY INDICES (LE'SS 'IHE 
U'JBURNED OPEN AREA) ON 'IHE S'rUDY ARE£l. AT Fr. 
SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, G:XvlANC1IE OJG\l'l'Y, 
OKr.ArlCX"1A., 1985 • 
MEE.n 
Diversity 
Habitat N Index Grouping 
Burned-No Mesquite 4 1.3627 A 
Lcf.N Mesquite Density 4 0.8020 AB 
High Mesquite Density 4 0.5789 
Means with the same grouping letter are not 
significantly different CP<0.05), D.E'.=8, 
LSD=0.74172. 
.3 
41. 
If brome does inhibit other species, then plant diversity, with brane 
excluded fran calculations, should show burned areas without rresqui te 
as having significantly higher diversity indices (Table 16). Ha.vever, 
when brome w:i.s removed from calculations there were no significant 
differences (P>0.05) between mean diversity indices in relation to 
burn age (Table 17) or rresquite density (Table 18). 
Standing Crop Biomass 
Biomass estimated with the Robel p'.)le correlated well with stem 
d=nsity estimates. This suggest that biomass estimates were a 
consistent, if not accurate, estimate of standing crop bianass. 
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Mean standing crop biomass estimates (excluding \\DOdy vegetation) 
were higher in areas with rresquite throughout the course of the study 
(Table 19). In areas without rresquite (Figure 9), the unburned area 
consistently had a significantly higher (P<0.05) biomass estimate than 
the burned areas. The unburned area without rresquite also peaked in 
biomass in May ~ile burned areas without rresqui te peaked later in the 
growing season. Burn age seemed to have little affect in rresquite 
free areas, though the oldest burn (3-years old) rrost closely 
resembled the unburned area (A:ppendix E) • 
In areas with mesquite, the higher the rresquite density, the rrore 
herl::age biomass v.a.s increased by burning . (Figures 10, 11}. H.igh 
rresquite d=nsity areas (Figure 11) generally peaked in bianass in May, 
&creased in June, and increased again in July and August. Only the 
2-year old burn had a higher standing crop biomass in July and August 
than in May. After the May peak, standing crop bianass decreased irore 
rapidly in high mesquite density old=r burns; the unburned area had 
'.!ABLE 16. PLANT SPE.:IES DIVERSITY INDICES IN REI.ATION 'IO .BUF:...N 
AGE AND MESQUITE DENSI'rY FOR srUDY AREA TRANSEC'rS AT FI'. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVATION, OJMl\NCHE OJrnTY, OKIAHCMA.., 1985. 
Burn 
Age 
2-Years 
1-Year 
3-Years 
Study-Year 
2-Years 
Unburned 
1-Year 
3-Years 
Unburned 
Unburned 
Study-Ysr 
3-Ysrs 
1-Yoor 
Mesquite 
Dalsity 
none 
none 
none 
none 
high 
low 
low 
low 
high 
none 
low 
high 
high 
Diversity Index 
With Brome 
1.6309 
0.7336 
1.2412 
1.8453 
1.0254 
1.5313 
0.6179 
0.6578 
0.3120 
0.1555 
0.4009 
0.3512 
0.7836 
Diversity Index 
Without Brane 
1.6309 
0. 8623 
1.2412 
1.6995 
1.8181 
1.5313 
1.5610 
1.8202 
1.0001 
1.0549 
1.0115 
1.0397 
1.3667 
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TABLE 17. CDM.PARISON CISD), BY BURN 
AGE, OF MEAN PLANT DIVERSITY INDICES 
CLESS ER.CME), FOR 'IHE STODY AREL\ AT 
FT. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
ffi'.1ANCHE CDLNTY, OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
Burn age N MEE.n Grouping 
2-YEE.rs old 2 1. 7245 A 
3-Yrers old 3 1. 3670 A 
Study-Yrer 2 1.3555 A 
1-Yrer old 3 1.2633 A 
Unburned 3 1.1954 A 
Mrens with the same grouping letter 
are not significantly different 
CP<0.05), D.F.=8, LSD=0.73408. 
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ThBLE 18. (J)MPARISON CI.SD) I BY MESQUITE DENSITY I 
OF MEA.N Fu.;NT DIVERSITY INDICES (LESS PRCME) , 
FOR 'IHE srUDY AREA AT FT. SIU.. MILITARY 
RESERVATION, ())MANCHE (J)CNrY, OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
Habitat N Marn Grouping 
LcJ.N Mesquite Density 4 1.4810 A 
High Mesquite Density 4 1.3061 A 
No Mesquite 5 1.2978 A 
Means with the same grouping letter are not 
significantly different (P<0.05),D.F.=10, 
LSD=0.5486. 
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'Il\BLE 19. MONrHLY MEA.N BIOMASS 
ESTIMATES (Kg/Ha) FDR FACH MESQUI'rE 
DENSI'rl' IBED ON 'IHE STUDY A.REA AT Fl'. 
SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, mMA.N::HE 
OJUNTY, OKIAHOMI\, 1985. 
Month 
April 
May 
June 
July 
Au;ust 
Mesquite Density 
None High 
734.96 1256.50 1988.95 
1906.96 2561.21 4391.60 
1977.44 3366.10 2457.80 
2258.56 3454.00 3073.05 
2258.56 3805.60 3366.10 
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1 
W.Y JUNE JULY .AUGUST 
MONTH 
IZZl tTEI is::sJ 1862 ~ 1883 ~ 188, 
BURN YEAR 
Figure 9. Monthly Biomass Estimates for Mesquite Free Areas on 
the Study Area at Ft. Sill Military Reservation, 
Comanche County, Oklahoma, 1985. Areas with the Same 
Letter Are Not Significantly Different. 
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6 
1 
IUY 
lZZI UB 
lUNE 
MONTH 
!2223 1Q8' 
BURN YEAR 
JULY .A.UGUST 
Figure 10. Monthly Biomass Estimates for Low Mesquite Density 
Areas on the Study Area at Ft. Sill Military 
Reservation, Comanche County, Oklahoma, 1985. 
Areas with the Same Letter Are :t';ot Significantly 
Different. 
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MAY 
lZZJ UB [SS! 1Q82 
JUNE 
MONTH 
tz:.Z3 1g53 
BURN YEAR 
JULY .AUGUST 
~ 1Q84 
Figure 11. Monthly Biomass Estimates for High Mesquite Density 
Areas on the Study Area at Ft. Sill Military 
Reservation, Comanche County, Oklahoma, 1985. 
Areas with the Same Letter Are Not Signif,icantly 
Different. 
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the greatest decrease (Appendix F). 
Results in burned low rnesquite density areas were similar to 
those in areas with high mesquite densities, t..hou:rh mean standing crop 
biorrass increased throu:rhout the study (Table 19). The unburned low 
mesquite density area had a significantly CP<0.05) lower biorrass than 
burned low-mesquite density areas throu:rhout the study (Figure 10). 
The 3-year old burn produced the highest standing crop biorrass. All 
burned low rresquite density areas had a peak in biorrass in M:iy but 
only the 3-year old burn rraintained a high standing crop biorrass 
throu:rhout the study. The 1-year old and study-year burns decreased 
in biomass in June and July but the study-year burn peaked again in 
At:gust. The unburned low rresqui te density area peaked in biorrass 
later (July) in the growing season than the burned area (A:i;:pendix G). 
Stern Profile Results 
Stern Density. Me:rn stem density results W12re correlated 
m2=0.65) to Rorel-bia:nass estimates (Figure 12). In areas without 
mesquite, the unburned area rraintained the highest mean stem rensity 
(Table 20). In low mesquite density areas, the unburned area had the 
lowest mean stem density (Table 21). The 1-year old burn had the 
highest mean stem d=nsity of the high mesquite d=nsity areas (Table 
22). Changes in stem d=nsity mirrored changes in standing crop 
biomass in areas without mesquite and low density mesquite areas 
(Figures 9, 10, •rables 20, 21). Stern rensi ty in high density rnesquite 
areas did not always follow biana.ss est.urates but trends were similar 
(Figure 11, Table 22). 
LcM mesquite density areas had stem densities higher than in 
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ROBEL POLE READING 
Regression of Robel Pole ReaJings on Mean Stem Density 
Estimates on the Study Area at Ft. Sill Military 
Reservation, Comanche County, Oklahoma, 1985. 
Areas with the Same Letter are Not Significantly 
Different. 
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Ti;,BLE 20 . ME.Zi.N STEM DENSITY ESTIMl-\'rES (NUMBER OF ST.EMS 
PER 5 CM) FOR 5 cm 10 75 cm AB'.)VE GROt.ND LEVEL FOR AREAS 
WITHOUr MESQOITE ON 'IBE STUDY AREA AT Fr. SILL MILI'LA.RY 
RESERVATION, CDMAN....!IE CDUNTY, OKU\HOMA, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Month UB 3-Yea.rs 2-Years 1-Yea.r Study-Yea.r 
April 0.460 0.280 0.201 . 0.520 0.105 
May 1.044 0.453 0. 343 0. 463 0.188 
June 0.864 0.560 0.406 0.559 0.392 
July 0.807 0.639 0.427 -0.603 0.580 
August 0.731 0.633 0.450 0.458 0.479 
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ThBLE 21. MThN STEM DENSITY ESTIMA..TES (NUMBER . 
OF STEMS PER 5 CM) FOR 5 CM 'IO 75 Ct"'l. ABJVE 
GROUND LEVEL FOR 1/Jlil MESQUI'rE DENSITY AREAS ON 
'IHE srunY AREA AT FT. SILL MILI'I'ARY 
RESERVATION, CDMA.NCHE (J)U\l'TY, OKIAHQ\1A, 1985 • 
Month UB 
April 0.137 
M?.Y 0.351 
June 0.624 
July 0.649 
August 0.670 
Burn Age 
3-Years 1-Year Study Year 
0.350 
1.240 
1.267 
1.150 
1.097 
0.773 
0.881 
o. 711 
o. 777 
0.731 
0.433 
0.932 
0.861 
0.824 
0.787 
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'JABLE 22. MEA.N STEM. DENSITY ESTit~TES (NUMBER 
OF STEl'-1.S PER 5 CM) FOR 5 CM 'ID 75 CM Aff)VE 
GROUND LEVEL FOR HIGH MESQOl'rE DENSI'rY AREAS 
ON 'IRE ST ODY AREA AT FI'. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVA·rION, Q)MX>.NCHE Q)~ OKLAHOMA., 1985. 
Month UB 
April 0.534 
May 1.439 
June 0.650 
July 0.464 
AUJUSt 0. 341 
Burn Age 
3-Years 2-Years Study-Year 
0.590 0.160 
0.888 0.582 
0.623 0.598 
0.428 o. 715 
0.372 0.676 
0.493 
0.923 
0.741 
0.851 
0.610 
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mesquite free areas (except in unburned areas) and also generally had 
ste..~ densities higher than high rresquite density areas late in the 
growing season (June-August). 
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In more recent burns (l-2 years old), high rresquite density areas 
rod higher stern d=nsities than mesquite free areas fran May to A~ust. 
Ha.vever, the 3-year old burn and the unburned area with hiah mesquite 
d=nsities had higher stem d=nsities than low rresquite d=nsity areas in 
earlier rnonths (April to June and April to May, respectively). 
Areas with low brome percentages had peak stem d=nsities later in 
the growing season (July-AugU$t) than areas with high bro.'Tle 
percentages (M3.y-June). Again these results oorrespond to p::aks noted 
in standing crop biomass estima.tes. 
Stem Distribution. Stem d;;nsity-height regressions showed 
results similar to standing crop biomass estima.tes and ITl9an stem 
d=nsity results; the same areas were generally significantly different 
each rnonth • 
Results from burned-open areas are unclear (Ai:pendix H). In 
areas without mesquite, the unburned area \\a.S significantly CP<0.05) 
different fran all other open areas throu;:rhout t.he study, except in 
Au:rust when it did not differ from the 3-year old burn. In April, 
only the 3-year old and study-year burns differed significantly 
(P<0.05). In May, the 3-year old and study-year burns were still 
significantly different and so were the 1-year old and study-year 
burns. In June, the same areas were also significantly different fra:n 
each other and the 2-year old burn \\a.S significantly different fran 
the three and 1-year old burns. By July, the 2-year old oorn differed 
from the 3-year old, 1-year old, and study-year burns. None of tJ1e 
other burned-open areas w:i.s significantly different. In Au::Just, the 
3-year old burn v;as significantly different from all other rresquite-
free area burns. All other open areas were similar . 
During April, in low mesquite density areas (Appendix I), only 
the 3-year old and study-year burns were similar CP>O. 05 ) . In May, 
only the 1-year old and study year-burns were similar. During June, 
all areas were significantly different except the unburned area and 
the 1-year old burn. In July and August, the 1-year old burn vas the 
same as the study-year burn and the unburned area. All other areas 
were significantly different. 
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In high mesquite density areas (Appendix J), the 2-year old burn 
wa.s significantly different CP<0.05) frc:m all other burncl in April. 
Other areas were not significantly different. By May, only the 3-year 
old and 1-year old burns were similar. During June, only the 2-year 
old and 1-year old burns were significantly different. In July, the 
unburned and the 3-year old burn were not significantly different. 
The same two areas were not similar in August, as were the 2-year old 
and 1-year old burns. 
In mesquite-free areas (Appendix K), April regressions were 
significantly different CP<0.05) from those in all other rronths in all 
areas (except for that in the study-year burn) without mesquite. 
&=tween May and June, the three, two, and 1-year old burns had 
significant changes in stem censity regressions. From June to July, 
only the study-year burn had a significant change in ste~ density 
distribution. By A.u:Just, only the 1-year old and study-year burns had 
changed significantly since July. 
In low mesquite density areas (Appendix L), all stem density 
regressions (except for that in the 1-year old burn) changed 
significantly l:Btween April and May. Only in the 3-year old burn did 
the stem density not change significantly l:Btween May and June. Fran 
June to July and fran July to ALgust, no_ changes were significant. 
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In high mesquite density areas (Appendix M), all areas had 
significant changes in stem density regressions J::etween April ana L'1a.y. 
Fran May to June, only the 2-year old burn remained th·e same and fra.l1 
June to July, only the 1-year old burn remained the same. Fran July 
to ALgust, all high rnesquite density areas, except the 1-year old 
burn, changed significantly. 
Because rcany areas :peaked in stem density J::efore ALgust, changes 
in stem density regressions often caused late season regression to J::e 
similar to regressions fran earlier rronths; the regressions for the 
rronths in between were generally different. 
In the mesquite free area of the study-year burn, the differences 
in stem density between June and ALgust regressions were not 
significant (Appendix K, Table 58). In the 1-year old burn, the May 
and ALgust regressions were not different (Appendix K, Table 5 7 ) • 
Peak stem density and standing crop biorrass occurred in July in l:oth 
cases. 
In low rresquite density areas, results varied widely. In the 3-
year old burn, June and Atgust stem densities were significantly 
different, althocgh there were no significant differences in the stem 
density regressions calculated J::etween June and July or July and 
Atgust (Appendix L), 'l'able 60). The April regression v.as not 
significantly different fran those in July or ALgust in the 1-year old 
burn with a low mesquite density (Appendix L, 'l'able 61). In we 
study-year burn, stern densities in May and July, and Jme and AlJ3"USt 
were not significantly different (Appendix L, Table 62). 
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Stern densities in the high mesquite density area were also quite 
variable re tween burns. In the unburned area, the April regression 
wa.s only significantly different fran that fran M3.y (Ar:pendix M, Table 
63 ) . In the 3-year old burn, April and Jme regressions were not 
significantly different (Appendix M, Table 64). In the 1-year old 
burn, April and AlJ3"USt, May and July, and June and AlJ3"USt regressions 
were not significantly different (Ai;:pendix M, Table 66). 
Stern densities at five centimeters AGL in open areas, increased 
throUJh June then decreased in July and AlJ3"USt ('I-able 23). 1£:1.N and 
high mesquite density areas showed similar resp:>nses, increasing only 
fran April to May C'rable 23). In addition, low rresquite density areas 
had the highest mean stern density at five centimeters AGL throi.:ghout 
the study. O.i;:ien areas had the lowest stem density near ground level 
fran April to Jme and the high mesquite density areas had the lowest 
fran July to AUJUSt. 
Of the mesquite free areas, the mburned area had the highest 
stem density at five centimeter AGL (Table 24) and the study-year burn 
had the lowest. Of the low mesquite density areas, the 3-year old 
burn had the highest stem density, whereas, the unburned area had the 
lowest Crable 24). Of the high mesquite density areas, the unburned 
area had the highest stem density near ground level and the 2-year old 
burn ha,d the lowest (Table 24). The 3-year. old oorn had the highest 
m=an stem density at 5 cm AGL and the 2-year old burn had the lowest 
(Table 24). 
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'ffiBLE 23. MJNI1HLY NUMBER OF STEl.\1S/5 an (f'RCXVl Rcl3RESSS101'< .t...!U-i'l·IOt'<.S) AT 
5 cm ABJVE GROlliD LEVEL, BY MESQUI'I'E DENSITY, FOR 'IHE STUDY AREA AT 
FT. SILL MILI'TARY RESERVATION, ffi.\1ANCHE OJUN'l'Y, OKIA9CMA, 1985. 
Mesquite 
1?J1Sity 
Open 
High 
Mean 
April 
1.888 
2.938 
2. 880 
2.569 
May 
2.008 
4.183 
3.427 
3.206 
Month 
Jme 
3.255 
3 .899 
3.320 
3.491 
\ 
July 
3.251 
3.643 
2.954 
3.283 
August 
2.952 
3.735 
2.286 
2.991 
Mean . 
2.671 
3.680 
2.973 
3.108 
']'I.BI.£ 24. NUMBER OF STE"1S/5an AT 5crn AGL (FRCM RE3RESSSION EJ;JUA.TIONS) I 
BY BURN AGE, FRavI SI'iJDY AREA TRANSECTS AT FI'. SILL MILI'I'ARY 
RESERVATION, mMANCHE OJUN'rY, OKI.AROMA, 1985. 
Mesquite 
Density 
Open 
Low 
High 
Mean 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 1-Year Study-Year 
3.631 
2.409 
3.404 
3.148 
2.980 
4.488 
3.175 
3.548 
2.498 
1.975 
2.237 
2. 758 2.200 
3.625 3.796 
3.339 
3.241 2.998 
Mean 
2 .813 
3.580 
2.973 
3.034 
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At 50 an AGL, stems ~re only present during May in open areas·, 
May and July in low rresquite density areas, and May, June and Au;ust 
in high rresquite density areas (Table 26). Lew rresquite density areas 
had the highest rrean stem censity at 50 an AGL and open areas had tne 
lowest ( 'rable 25 l . 
Mesquite free areas had similar p:i.tterns of stem d:nsity at b::>th 
50 cm AGL and five centimeters AGL; the unburned areas had the highest 
en density and the study-year burn had the lowest «rable 26 ) • In low 
mesquite density areas, t.~e study-year burn had the hiqhest stem 
density at 50 an AGL and t11e 3-year old burn had the lowest (Table 
26 ) • In the high mesquite density areas, the 2-year old burn had the 
highest mean stem d=nsity at 50 an AGL and the 3-year old burn had the 
lowest (Table 26). The 2-year old burns rraintained tl1e highest 
overall mean stem d:!nsity at 50 an AGL and the 3-year old burns had 
the lowest (Table 26). 
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'ThBLE 25. MJNUff,Y NUMBER OF STE1V1S/5an (FRCM R83RESSSION EQrn'I'IONS) AT 
SO an AGL, BY ME'SQi..Jl'I'E DENSITY, FDK 'lliE S'rUDY AREA AT Fr. SILL !VIILITARY 
RESERVATION, ffiVlANCHE CXlU-nY, OKIAFfc:MA.., 1985. 
Mesquite 
Density April May 
Open -0.145* 0.214 
-0.099* 0.438 
High -0.970 0.156 
Mean -0.405* 0.269 
* zero stems 
Month 
June 
-0.775* 
-0.289* 
0.208 
-0.285* 
July 
-0.509* 
0.837 
-0.033* 
0.098 
. Ai.:gust Mean 
-0.~03* * 
-0.424 
-0.253* 0.127 
0.648 0.002 
-0.169* -0.098* 
'.!ABLE 26. MONTHLY NUMBER OF srEMS/5cm (FRCM REGRESSSION E;)lATIONS) 
AT 50an AGL, BY BURN AGE, FOR 'IHE srODY AREA AT FT. SILL MILI'rARY 
RESERVATION, OJMANCHE OJONTY, OKI.AHOl'-1A, 1985. 
Mesquite 
Density 
Open 
Low 
High 
Mean 
* Zero Stems 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Yea.rs 2-Yea.rs 1-Year Study-Yea.r 
0.409 
0.189 
-0.276* 
0.107 
-0.450* -0.302* 
-0.652* 
-0.532* 0.915 
-0.545 0.307 
-0.342* 
0.235 
-0.101* 
* 
-0.874 
0.451 
-o.2os* -0.212* 
Mea.n 
-0.312 
0.056 
0.002 
-0.110 
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ffill.PIBR V 
DISClESION 
Species Ccrnposition 
Mesquite apP3-rently creates conditions, or is at least found 
v.here conditions prevail, that are very ronduci ve to brane. The 
preponderance of brane in mesquite infested areas rrakes it difficult 
to determine the direct effects of rresquite on the rerna.ining plant 
corrmunity. The negative relationship between brane and l:are ground 
suggest the p::>ssibility that brane is simply "filling in" areas 
between other plants. HaNever, species conp::>sition is so altered in 
high brome d9nsi ty areas that this explanation is unlikely. PrinciP3-l 
Canponents Aralysis (PCA) of species comp::>sition CB.ta, calculated with 
and without rare ground as a factor, were essentially identical. This 
analysis indicated that high percentages of brane determine species 
comp::>sition. Once the CB.ta w:lS adjusted for brane, hrrning became an 
imp::>rtant factor. Three of the four hrrned rresquite free areas 
appeared uniqLE because of high relative freqtEncies of little 
bluestem; a species not encountered in rresquite infested areas 
(whether burned or not) and occurred only in a low relative freqtEncy 
in the unburned area without rresquite. 
The affinity of little bluestem for areas outside the mesquite-
brane complex w:lS even rrore obvious v.hen brome v.as not used in K:A. 
All burned areas without rresquite then loaded p::>sitively on little 
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bluestem. The p::isitive effects of early spring burning on little 
bluestem as roted by Aldous (1934) and Towne and Owensby (1984) was 
also ap.1?3-rent; all burned mesquite free areas had higher little 
bluestem percentages than did the unburned mesquite free area. 
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Hultert (1969) found that yields of big bluestem (Andropogon gerardi) 
were increased in resp::inse to removal of d=ep litter either by burning 
or clipping. Because l:oth treatments responded similarly, Hultert 
indicated that the rrajor short term effect of fire vas litter removal. 
HCM7ever, when litter is sparse or absent, burning <bes not increase 
yields (ri.ultert 1969). Hultert (1969) suggested that ttus implles 
that when litter is abundant, burning will increase grass growth, but 
if litter is sparse or absent, grass production will decrease. In my 
study, burned mesquite free areas had virtually no litter. The 
removal of litter by burning ap:p3.rently vas a factor in increasing 
little bluestem. Schacht and Stubtendieck (1985) noted that early 
spring burning was detrimental to brome. This effect w:i.s also clearly 
seen in my data; the unburned mesquite free areas had a significantly 
higher percentage of brane than did the burned mesquite free areas. 
In low mesquite density areas, the relative frequency of brane 
d=creased as the time since burning increased (Appendix D, Table 28). 
This relationship appears to l:e the result of several factors. First, 
brane is generally found only teneath the mesquite canopy. In 
unburned areas, perennial grasses compete strongly with rresquite 
seedlings (Martin 1975) in the areas tetween mesquite trees and thus 
conditions are not conducive for exprnsion of brane. Secondly, early 
spring burning either lowers the relative percentage and/or slows 
d=velopnent of perennial grasses CKelting 1957) and allows initial 
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infestation by brane and mesquite. Hc:Mever, native perennial grasses 
are later able to outcaupete brane, and presurrably mesquite seedlings, 
l:::efore they are able to rolonize the area. Hull:::ert (1969) stated that 
fire results in a reduced water supply for tree seedl1n9s. 
In high mesquite density areas, burning appears to decrease brane 
numl:::ers, though not to the extent that recolonization by other species 
e..'1hanced. Unlike low mesquite density areas, perennial grasses are 
not in close proximity to these brome infested areas and thus 
recolonization of perennial grasses is slower (Martin 1975): Brane 
appears to recover from burning far faster than recolonization by 
J?2rennial grasses (Appendix D, Table 29). In high mesquite density 
areas, other grasses rray not only l:::e resp:mding to brane, but also to 
rompetition with rnesquite for rroisture, light, and plant nutrients 
(Fisher 1948, D:trrow and McCully 1959). Therefore, high rnesquite 
densities rray severely limit rolonization by other species even if 
brane is reduced by fire. 
Species diversity is also affected by burning and the presence of 
the mesqui te-brane complex. Me:rn diversity indices, compared by 
mesquite density, did not differ significantly unless burning -was 
taken into account (Table 15 ) • Burned areas without mesquite had a 
mean diversity index higher than l:oth low and high mesquite density 
areas, thotBh only significantly different fran the latter. Unburned 
areas had the lowest mean diversity index (Table 13). Again, brane 
appeared to l:::e the underlying factor l:::ecause the lower diversity 
indices were fran areas with high brome J?2rcentages. Hc:Mever, if 
brane was not considered in diversity calculations, there were no 
significant differences l:::etween diversity indices (Tables 17, 18). 
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The relationship between brome and !:.ere ground may best explain these 
differences. If brome ms replacing !:.ere ground, as suggested by 
regression analysis (Figure 8), then areas with brome become less 
diverse due to the predaninance of a single species Cbrane) and 
reduced equitability of the remaining species. Havever, the remainder 
of the plant community rray be as di verse in areas with brorne as in 
those areas without brome (Table 17). 
r:ata from mesquite free areas tended to mimic the results found 
in other studies. In mesquite infested areas, brane d::>minated the 
oomnunity to such an extent that it obscured the effects of burning on 
plant species composition and diversity. Brane, a oool season grass, 
began to die !:.eek in June and July. As brome died, it fell over and 
formed a dense rrat that ms several centimeters thick that was not 
measured by the Robel :pole. This "rrat" api;arently inhibited rrany 
other plants f ran growing and accounted for the decrease in biomass in 
June, and to sane extent July. A few plants species, namely vine 
mesquite, nightshades (Solanum ~); and broanweed were able to grow 
thrmgh the mat and these plants accounted for the majority of the 
late season increase in standing crop biomass. 
Standing Crop Biomass 
Ihe plant assemblage in areas without mesquite showed responses 
to burning that were similar to those reported in other studies. 
Bierer and Anderson C 1961 ) , Anderson C 1965 ) , and Tavne and CMensby 
(1984) found that early spring burning decreasea herbage prouuc~ion 
and attributed the decrease to increased surface exposure and moisture 
loss. The reduction in biomass in burned areas on my study area rray 
also J:::e attributable to the effects of early spring burning on cool 
season grasses ( brane). Because early spring burning can decrease 
brane yields, the decrease in brane could account for the decrease in 
biomass J:::etween burned and unburned rresquite free areas (Figure 9). 
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In burned high mesquite density areas, differences in the 
qtBntity of brane appeared to be negatively related to biorra.ss. 
Ho.vever, in low mesquite density areas the opp::>site w:i.s seen. In low 
mesquite density areas, however, competition v.as proba.bly less severe, 
and one might expect higher biorrass esti.rrates in low density mesquite 
areas than high mesquite density areas. Many authors have noted 
similar resp::>nses \\hen mesquite densities are reduced by methods other 
than prescril::ed burning (Cable and Tschirley 1961, Box 1968, Schuster 
1968, Wright 1968). 
Additionally, Kelting (1957) reported slower develoµnent of big 
bluestem in areas burned in February than in unburned areas. A 
similar response by vegetation on my study area could explain the 
relatively "short" stature of plant species observed in burned areas. 
Stem Profile Data 
Stem Density. Stem density appeared to be affected by mesquite 
density and to sane degree, burn age. Hc:Mever, the fact t11at an area 
had been burned appeared to l:e of rrore importance than the time since 
it w:i.s last burned. 
In unburned areas, the mesquite free area generally had a higher 
rrean stem density than areas with mesquite. This difference w:i.s 
likely the result of the high brome percentages in mesquite areas 
(Figure 5). 'rhe high percentages of brane added considerably ·to the 
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number of stems early in the growing season and amplified the 
difference l:etween those areas with high brome percentages and those 
wi t.11out. The high brome percentage, also W'iS reflected by a low stem 
density late in the growing season. This effect W3.S .i;articularly 
evident in areas with high rresquite densities; \filen brome l:egan to die 
tack in J.une, there W3.S very little vegetative rraterial al:ove 25cm 
AGL. 'rhere W3.S very little difference in stem density l:etween burn 
ages except that, in rresquite free areas and low rresquite density 
areas, stern density generally increas~d with burn age but decreased 
with burn age in high rresquite density areas. This trend was likely a 
result of differential brome density as well as the effects of fire on 
other species. Burned mesquite free areas, showed an increase in 
grass species that could account for the increase in total. st.ems as 
these species colonized an area; the initial drop in density W3.S a 
result of the loss of oool season grasses ( brome) and lag time for the 
other species to recolonize and/or grow. The explanation given for 
open areas could also apply to areas of low rresquite density except 
that rather than an increase in grass species there W3.S a change in 
grass species compc>sition; prairie threeawn and annual dropseed were 
replaced by gram:i. grasses - gram:i. grasses had ITDre stems per plant. 
Braue was present in the unburned low mesquite density area but it did 
not occur in the plant samples. Therefore, it is difficult to use 
bro:ne to explain the effects of burning. It is unlikely, however, 
that brome increa.sed after burning because it decreased in all other 
areas after burning. 
High mesquite density area.s initially reacted to burning by 
decrea.ses in brome and increases in warm season qrasses. Ha-.rever, 
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brane quickly recolonized and thus the overall stem density vas 
lowered l:Bcause of the loss of standing plants late in the growing 
season. Because the 3-year old burn and unburned area were similar in 
species comp:::>sition and stem density and the 2-year old burn w:i.s quite 
different (a higher species diversity and stem density), it appears 
that burning about every two years would l:B required to maintain a 
high species diversity. 
Stem Distribution. Total stem density, may not l:B as good an 
index to the vegetative condition of an area as the distribution of 
stems. It is possible for two areas to have the same mean stem 
density but for one area to have 90% of its stems above a given level 
whereas the other has its stems 90% l:Blow the same level. 
IJ:JW mesquite density areas had the highest total stem density at 
five centimeters AGL and mesquite free areas had the lowest (Tables 
20, 21, 22, 23). Mesquite free areas had increasing stem density at 
five centimeters AGL only throi..:gh June (total stem density increased 
throi..:gh July) and low mesquite densities only increased throi..:gh May 
(total stem density increased throi..:gh June) • In high rresqui te density 
areas, stem densities at five .centimeters AGL were similar to those 
for total stem density except that values for At.Bust had a higher ste.n 
density than May. Stem densities at five centimeters .AGL were abJut 
five times higher than total stem density. 
Apparently, stem densities increased in all areas l:Btween April 
and 1'1ay, but those areas wi t..li high brane percentages had greater 
increases. Between May and June, areas with high brome percentages 
l:Bgan to lose stems at five centimeters AGL; the higher the brome 
fJercentage the greater the decrease. however, ln those areas wii:.n 
moderate percentages of brome (low mesquite density areas), ste~ 
density at five centimeters AGL did mt precipitously decrease. It 
appears that in areas of lower brome percentages, other plant species 
were able to grow. The high mesquite density areas had such high 
brane percentages that relatively few other species -were present and 
rrany of those present were not apf)3.rent until late in the growing 
season. The difference b=tween burned Clow brome percentage) and 
unburned (high brome percentage) areas without mesquite could also l::e 
related to differences in chronology. 
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M:ly was the only rronth during which all mesquite densities had 
stems present at 50 an AGL. Loo densities of stem present at 50 an 
AGL 'Wa.S again likely due to brome. In the mesquite free areas, only 
the unburned area had stems reach the 50an AGL rrark. All burned areas 
had relatively Sf)3.rse, short vegetation and only rarely did stems qrow 
to 50an AGL. This difference in structure w:i.s obvious (except in 
A~ust) when stem density-height regressions were comp:tred (Appendix 
H) J::etween unburned and mesquite free burned areas (Appendix H, Table 
47). 
In high mesquite density areas, there w:i.s a large increase in the 
number of stems at 50 an AGL fran April to June, probably all 
attributable to brome. Values then decreased in July as the brome 
died 'rack. Brane tended to remain erect into e:i.rly June and as it 
died tack in late June and July, nightshades, broanweed, Canada 
wildrye, and other taller species exI;anded and/or· b=gan growing in the 
area. These species accounted for the late season increase in the 
number of stems at 50 an AGL. One reason for the late season increase 
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in the numi:Br of sterns 1i1as that plants were no longer competing with 
brane for light and/or rnoisture and nutrients. Secondly, as the bra:ne 
died it formed a layer of "mulch" over the area that rray have served 
to reduce evap:xation which allowed rrore and/or taller plants to grow 
in the area. Huli:Brt <1969) stated that soil rroisture v..as distinctly 
higher in unburned plots than in denuded plots during the growing 
season, apparently l:ecause litter reduced evaporation more than it 
intercepted precipitation, and also l:ecause the lesser production in 
deep litter areas lowered water loss due to transpiration. Thouah the 
same mulch layer v..as present in the high and low rnesquite density 
areas, t.he lack of sunligqt in the high rresquite density areas limited 
the growth and diversity in those areas. Plants in the rnesqui te free 
areas were taller in the unburned area for prob:ibly t.he same reason. 
When the mulch layer v.as burned off, the evaporation rate increased 
oi.;gh to decrease the rroisture available to plants with a resulting 
decrease in the size and diversity of plant (Kelting 1957). 
In the low rresquite density areas, there w:i.s a notable increase 
in the number of stems between April and May at 50 an AGL. Though the 
increase observed w:i.s not as great as that noted in the high rresquite 
density areas, the explanation for the increase is likely the same • 
. Brane, and other species, were taller in low mesquite density areas 
prob:tbly l:ecause sunlight and nutrients were rrore abllilaant tnan in 
high mesquite density areas and moisture w:i.s more available than in 
mesquite free areas. Light penetration through the low rresqui te 
density canopy allowed rrany species to grow that could not grow under 
the shade of the high mesquite density canopy. 
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Management Applications 
Two factors are important to consider in tl1e following 
recorrnnendations: 1) the study area v.as not grazed and, 2) rresquite was 
in the "tree form" in all areas rreasured. Application of rranagement 
recommendations without these p::iints being taken into consid2ration 
could prove inappropriate. 
All three types of areas (rresquite free, low rresquite density, 
high rresqui te density) must apparently be rranaged in a somewhat 
different rranner, depending on the rranagement goal. The rranagement 
goals to be oonsidered incl u:le plant species diversity, plant species 
cnrr11.x.>sition, early season standing crop biomass, late season standing 
crop biomass, total stem density, stem density near ground level and, 
stem density at 50 an aoove ground level. 
Mesquite Free Areas. Mesqui:te free areas responded to burning 
similar to what has been found in many other studies. .tarly spring 
burning increased plant diversity and the relative frequency of 
perennial grasses. Standing crop biomass and stem density at all 
levels, decreased. It is not possible to state for certain, from the 
results of my study, how often an area should be burned to rraintain a 
high species diversity and good stand of perennial grasses. Hcwever, 
the 3-year old burn examined during this study still had a higher 
plant diversity and relative frequency of perennial grasses than did 
the unburned mesquite free area. Therefore, it is mlikely that 
similar areas need to be burned more frequently than once every three 
years. The standing crop biomass of the 3-year old burn also rrost 
closely resembled the unburned area. If standing crop biorrass in 
mesquite free areas is a management goal, then burning should either 
not re considered or a recovery period of at least three years should 
re expected. Stem density, which is correlated with standing crop 
biomass, should re rranaged similar to standing crop biomass reca use 
the two factors responded in a like ma.nner. 
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High Mesquite Density Areas. High mesquite density areas also 
had an increase in plant diversity and the relative numrer of 
perennial grasses following burning. Ho.vever, recause brane quickly 
recolonized the areas, burning every two years is apf13.rently required 
to rraintain diversity and .i;:ierennial grasses. If increasing late and 
early season standing crop biorrass is a goal, different rranagernent 
strategies will re required. To rraintain a high early season standing 
crop biomass, an area should not re burned so that brome is 
maintained. To increase late season standing crop biorrass, early 
spring burning (every two years) to reduce brane should re practiced. 
To increase total stern density or stem density at higher levels (50 an 
alx>ve ground level), areas should re burned. To increase ste-n density 
at lower levels however, areas should not re burned. Again this is 
the result of brane: burning reduces low level numrers of stems 
(brane) but increases plant diversity and plant height (late in the 
growing season) • 
Low Mesgui te Density Areas. Burning also increased diversity in 
low rresquite density areas. Ho.vever, as in the mesquite free areas, 
the frequency of burning necessary to rraintain a high species 
diversity am not re determined fran the results of this study reyond 
stating that the 3-year old burn v.as rrore diverse than the unburned 
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area. Fro11 the results of my study, it ·is difficult to determine 
whether or not burning increased perennial grasses in low mesquite 
density areas. Because areas under mesquite trees tended to resi;:x:md 
similar to high mesquite density areas and the areas in bet.ween 
mesquite trees reSJX)nded similar to mesquite free areas, it v;ould seem 
that some type of intermediate rranagement scheme \>.Duld provide the 
best results. Ho.vever, burning every two years, as in high mesquite 
density areas, v;ould likely reduce grasses because of the resulting 
loss of moisture in the more open areas and burning less frequently 
"WOuld likely result in a dense stand of brane and JX)Ssibly m=squite. 
Standing crop biomass was increased at all levels by burning in low 
mesquite density areas. The removal of brane (litter) pranoted 
diversity and increased the numl::er and/or height of species under the 
mesquite canopy. The p:i.rtial shade of the m=squite tree apfarently 
cnrrpensated to some extent for the loss of moisture due to the removal 
of the litter layer. Stem density was increased at all levels by 
burning for protably much the S3me reason. 
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APPENDIX A 
Study Area Range Site Descriptions and Correlations, 
Ft. Sill Military Reservation, Cananche County, Oklahcxna. 
(From Ft. Sill Conservation Plan, 1970) 
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'Ihe following is a description of e:i.ch range site, including an 
estirrate of p::::>tential yield. Yields are given in air-dry weight and 
are b3.sed on plot clippings taken from sites in excellent condition. 
Hardland Range Site (H). This site consists of nearly level and 
gently sloping clay loams and silt loams that have a heavy clayey 
o::xnp:i.ct subsoil. These soils absorb rroisture very slowly and rnu::h of 
the rroisture taken in is unavailable to plants. Moisture selcbrn 
penetrates to a depth of m:>re than 0.61 m during the growing se:i.son. 
'!he vegetation is primarily_ bltE grarra and buffaloorass. The 
taller grasses, such as vine rresquite, sideoats grarra, and little 
bluestem, grow in the drainageways and areas that receive extra 
rroisture. Mesquite and pricklype:i.r COpuntia ~) are ccmnon invaders. 
'!he p::::>tential yield of air-dry herbage varies frcm 3257 kg/ha in 
~t years to 1685 kg/ha in drier years. 
Red Clay Prairie Range Site CRC). This site consists of very 
gently sloping to strongly sloping, reddish, calcareous, clayey soils. 
The surface layer is somewhat granular but is underlain by dense clay. 
Water intake is fair to good if cover is rraintained, but the soils 
tecane droUJhty if vegetation is sp:i.rse. 
Little bluestem is the princip:i.l decre:i.ser, and sideoats grarra is 
the rrost productive increaser. Annual threeawn (Aristid3. ~), Jap:i.nese 
brcme (Bran us jap::::lnicus ) , little l:arley (Horde um pussi 1 um) , red threeawn 
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(Aristida longiseta), and other weedy grasses and forbs are ccxrunon 
invaders. Continued overuse often results in bare ground and invasion 
by pricKlypear and mesquite. 
The potential yield of air-dry herbage varies l:::etween 4267 kg/ha 
in rroist years to 2000 lbs/acre in drier years. 
Loamy Prairie Range Site CLP). This site consists of nearly level 
to rroderately steep, productive, loamy soils. In excellent condition, 
CDver is largely tall grasses, such as sand bluestern, big bluestem, 
Indiangrass, little bluestern, and switchgrass. If overgrazed, blue 
gran:a and buffalograss increase and tall and mid grasses decrease. 
The potential yield of air-dry herbage varies fro:n 5617 kg/ha in 
-wet years to 3032 kg/ha in dry years. 
Poulder Ridge Range Site (BR). This site consists of rolling to 
steep, dissected hills and ridges. The soils are deep and loamy and 
contain many cobblestones,. a few scattered ooulders, and an appreciable 
amount of gravel • 
The.princip::i.l d=creasers are little bluestern, big bluestem, 
Indiangrass, swi tchgrass, and wild rye CElymus 32.!_). 'l'he princip::i.l 
increasers are sideoa.ts grama, blue grama, and hairy grarra. The rrost 
cnmmon invaders are annual threeawn, Jap::i.nese brome, silver bluestern 
(Andropogon saccharoides), and buffalograss. 
'I'he potential yield of air-dry herbage varies l:::etween 4492 kg/ha 
in wet years to 2246 kg/ha in dry years. 
Limestone Ridge Range Site (LR). This site consists of shallow to 
very shallow, d3.rk colored soils over limestone. The vegetation 
consists cbminantly of short grasses, such as hairy grama, tall grama 
(Bouteloua hirsuta rectinata), blue grama, and sideoats grama. 
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The rntential yield of air-dry herb:ige varies from 2807 kg/ha in 
wet years to 134 7 kg/ha in dry years. 
Hilly Stony Range Site ms). ·rhis site oonsists of gently sloping 
to very steep, very shallow to deep soils and granite outcrops over 
granite l::edrock. Hairy grama is the rrajor decreaser on south-facing 
slopes. Annual forbes rrake up a high percentage of the vegetation. 
The rntential yield of air-dry herbage varies from 2021 kg/ha in 
wet years to 112 4 kg/ha in dry years • 
Hilly Stony Savannah Range Site (HSS). 'rhis site consists of hilly 
to very steep, very shallow to deep, stony soils. Big bluestem, little 
bluestem, and sideoats grama are the princiP3-l decreasers. Blue grana 
and hairy grama are the princiP3-l increasers. 
The potential yield of air-dry herbage varies from 2021 kg/ha in 
wet years to 1124 kg/ha in dry years. 
Loamy Eottomland Range Site (LB). This site consists of deep loam 
to clay loam soils on b::>ttanlands. These soils occasionally receive 
additional m:::iisture from overflow. 
The climax vegetation consists of tall to mid grasses, such as big 
bluestem, eastern gamagrass (Tripsacum dactyloides), Indiangrass, 
switchgrass, canaaa. wildrye (Elymus 03.nadensis), Virginia wildrye 
(Elymus virginicus), and western wheatgrass (Andropogon smithii). Woody 
plants include pecan, elm, oak, hackberry, and cottonwood (Populus 
del toides) • 
The j:Dtential yield of air-dry herbage varies fro~ 7863 kg/ha in 
wet years to 3931 kg/ha in dry years. 
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Boulder Ridge Savannah Range Site (BRS). This site consists of 
rolling to steep, dissected hills and ridges. The soils are deep and 
loamy and contain nany cobblestones, scattered l::oulders, and an 
appreciable amount of gravel. 
The princii;:al decreasers are little bluestem, big bluestem, 
Indiangrass, switchgrass, and wild.rye. The princii;:al increasers are 
sideoats grama, blue grana, hairy grama, blackjack oak, and J=DSt raks. 
The rrost common invaders are annual threeawn, Jap:i.nese brane, and silver 
blues tern. 
The potential yield of air-dry herbage varies fran 3000 kg/ha in 
wet years .to 1685 kg/ha in dry years • 
APPENDIX B 
r::escription of Study Area Soils, Ft. Sill Military Reservation, 
Cananche County, Oklahana. 
(Fran Ft. Sill Conservation Plan, 1970) 
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Breaks-alluvial I.and Canplex (Bk). This complex oonsists of 
shallow to deep, loamey to clayey, upland soils on broken and rroderately 
steep side slopes. 
The areas are long and are l::etween 30 and 152 rn wide. The slope is 
8 to 20 p;:?rcent on breaks and 0 to 2 p;:?rcent on the rottanlands. 
'!his complex is too small for separate use and rranagement and is 
l::etter suited to range, wildlife habitat, and .i;:asture than to crops. The 
vegetation on the side slopes oonsists of short and mid grasses. Tall 
grasses and deciduous trees Cbminate the rottanlands. 
Imp:>rtant rranagernent problems oonsists of protecting the grass by 
CX)ntrolling grazing, reseeding barren areas, and oontrolling erosion. 
This soil type is found in Loamy Prairie and Lalmy Bottc:mland range. 
Broken Alluvial I.and (BR). This land oonsists of broken slopes and 
channeled areas in the alluvium flood plains. It is dissected by 
_meandering channels and is frequently flooded. The d:Jrninant slope is 0 
to 2 p;:?rcent, but the broken side slopes have gradients of at least 
eight p;:?rcent, and some are nearly vertical. The texture ranges fran 
fine sandy loam to heavy clay loam. 
This land is loamy and fertile but, t:ecause of the bro~en ·slopes 
and frequent flooding, is unsuitable to cultivation. It is suitable for 
use as p:1.sture, range, and wildlife habitat. The vegetation oonsists 
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rrainly of deciduous trees and tall grasses. M3.nagement to protect the 
grass and control erosion is needed. This soil type is 
found in l.D3.rny Bottomland range. 
Eroded Clayey Land (Es). This land consists of severely eroded, 
fine-textured soils and some gullies. The slope range is 2 to 5 
percent. Erosion has removed most or all the original surface layer. 
Where p:i.rt of the surface layer remains, it is less than 5 cm thick. 
The plow layer consists predominantly of rraterial from the subsoil and 
sub.stratum. 
This land type has l:Een retired from cultivation. It is suitable 
only as range and wildlife habitat. Except in areas reseeded to native 
grasses, the vegetation is rrainly weeds and low order grasses. 
Reestablishing grass is difficult but necessary on severely eroded 
areas. Only limited amounts of vegetation can re expected. Little 
bluestem, buffalograss (Bu::hloe dactyloides), blue grarra, and sideoats 
grarra are suitable native species. This soil type is found 
in Red Clay Prairie range. 
Foard Series. This series consists of deep, nearly level to gently 
sloping, dark brown, friable silt loam that is 13 to 25 cm thick and has 
weak granular structure. It is slightly acid or neutral in reaction. 
The l:oundary retween the surface layer and the subsoil is abrupt. The 
subsoil is dark grayish brown to dark brown, very finn clay. It has 
weak blocky structure or is rrassi ve, and is extremely hard when dry. 
This layer is neutral or m:xlerately alkaline in reaction. It is 
underlain by clayey red !:Eds that are rrnttled in sp:>ts with redder and 
yellower colors. 
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Foard soils are associated with Tillrran and Vernon soils. They are 
less red in the subsoil than Tillrran soils and lack the transition zone 
tetween the surface layer and the subsoil. 
Foard soils are moderately well drained and moderately fertile. 
They are somewhat draughty, have very slow permeability, and release 
moisture to plants rather slowly. The depth to free carl:orates ranges 
fran 30 to 61 an. 
Foard Silt Loam, Q to l Percent Slopes CFaA). This soil occurs as 
nearly level flats. Included in trapping were srall areas having slopes 
of 1 to 3 percent and a few scattered slickspots. Small grains, grain 
sorghums, and millet are suitable crops for this soil. 
The vegetation consists of short and mid grasses. Surface crusting 
and draughtiness are the rrajor limitations. This soil type 
is found in Hardland range. 
Foard and Tillma.n Soils, l to l Percent Slopes (FtB). This rrapping 
unit is 60 to 70 percent Foard silt loam and 30 to 40 percent llrran clay 
loam. Included in rrapping were soils similar to Tillrran soils but 
c:a.lcareous to the surface, srrall areas of Vernon soils and Stamford 
clay, and a few scattered slickspots. 
Controlling erosion is a problem in places but not a serious one. 
Ada.pted crops for these soils are srrall grains, grain sorghums, and 
millet. This soil type is found in Hardland range. 
Foard-Slickspots Canplex, Q to l Percent Slopes CFsA). This 
mmplex is 65 to 90 percent Foard soils and 10 to 35 percent slickspots. 
1he surface layer of the slickspots ranges fran loam to clay loam in 
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texture, is 5 to 25 cm thick., and has a crust that is .3u w 2. 5 cm 
thick that is glazed and whitish v.ben dry. The surface layer of the 
Foard soil ranges from silt loam to clay loam in texture. The b.Jundary 
b2tween the surface layer and a dense rrassive clay subsoil is abrupt. 
The color of these layers ranges fran grayish brown to reddish brown. 
The reaction is mildly or rroderately alkaline. The. depth to calcareous 
ffi3.terial ranges fran 25 to 76 cm. 
This complex is difficult to till. Plant emergence is retarded 
reca use the surface tends to crust and rroisture is not readily 
available. Applying agriculture gypsum to slickspots reduces surface 
crusting, increases w:t ter intake, and improves soil structure. 
This complex is suited to small grains, cool season crops, and 
rative grasses such as buffalograss, alkali sacaton (Sporooolus 
airoides), and blue grarra. This soil type is foW1d in Hardland and 
Slickspot ranges. 
Foard-Slickspots Canplex, l. to l Percent Slopes (FsB). This upland 
rornplex is 10 to 45 :r;:ercent slickspots. Except for spots of Tillman 
clay loam, which rrake up 10 to 15 percent of the area, t..his canplex 
consists of Foard soils. 
The surface layer of the slickspots ranges fran loam to clay loam 
in texture, is 5 to 25 cm thick, and has a crust that is 0.30 to 2.5 cm 
thick that is glazed and whitish men dry. The surface layer of the 
Foard soil ranges from silt loam to clay loam in texture. The b::rnndary 
b2tween the surface layer and a dense, rrassive clay subsoil is abrupt. 
Color ranges fran brown to reddish brown. The reaction is mildly or 
moderately alkaline. The depth to calcareous rraterial ranges from 25 to 
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76 cm. ' 
Soil conservation practices are needed to control erosion and 
reduce surface crusting. Applying agriculture gypsum to slickspots 
reduces surface crusting, increase -wa.ter intake, and improves soil 
structure. This complex is suited to srrall grains. This soil type is 
found in Hard.land and Slickspot range. 
Granite Cobbly Land (Ge) . •rhis land consists of rolling to steep 
areas on dissected hills and ridges on uplanas. The slo.t:Je is 5 to 40 
percent. Granite cobblestones nake up 25 to 70 percent of the surf ace. 
The remaining portion o::>nsists of deep, brown to reddish brown loams to 
clay loams that contain an appreciable amount of gravel and a few 
scattered l::oulders. Included in crapping were alluvial soils, less than 
61 m wide 7 and small areas mere the depth to l:edrock is 0 .3 to 1.2 m. 
'I'his land is suitable for range and wildlife habitat. It is 
excessively drained and has excessive runoff. Penneability is rroderate. 
The vegetation consists of mid and tall grasses. Scrub cak is common in 
some areas. Controlling grazing and protection from fire 
are needed. This soil type is found in. Boulder Ridge range. 
Lawton Series. This series o::>nsists of very gently sloping and 
gently sloping soils on uplands. These soils are deep, brown, and 
loamy. They developed in a subhumid climate, in noncalrnreous gram.tic 
outwash from the Wichita Mountains. They occur along the courses of 
former drainageways that spread out from the irountains. 
The surface layer is brown to reddish brown loam and is 15 to 36 cm 
thick. It has moderate, rredium, granular structure and is friable ...tlen 
moist and hard men dry. It is slightly acid or neutral in reaction. 
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Tnis layer grades to reddish brown clay loarn ~~at has weak, medium, 
granular structllLe and extends to a depth of 36 to 46 cm. The subsoil 
is da.rk reddish brown to yellowish red heavy clay loam. It ·'las 
moderate, ~dium, blocky structure and is firm when rroist and very hard 
when dry. It is neutral in reaction. Yellowish red sanay loam to clay 
loam is at a depth of 1.1 to 2.3 m. 
In rrost places these soils have granitic sand and r:ebbles 
throu:;hout the profile but not enou:;h to impair the rroisture holding 
capacity. Gravel beds occur at a depth of 1.5 to 2.3 m or, in areas 
near the Wichita Mountains, nearer to the surface. 
Iawton soils are associated with Foard, Tillrran, and Vernon soils. 
They are less clayey and less alkaline than either Foard or Tillrra.n 
soils. 
The vegetation consists of mid and tall grasses. Berml.rla grass 
(Cynodon dactylon), King Ranch bluestem (Andropogon ischaemum var.), 
and caucasian bluestems oo well in tame pasture. 
Lawton Loam, _! to l Percent Slopes (IaB) • Water erosion is a 
ITDderate hazard. Srrall grains and millet are suitable crops. This 
soil type is found in Loamy Prairie range. 
Iawton Loam, l to ~ Percent Slopes (La.C). This soil is on uplands 
along former drainageways. It has a 15 to 30 an surface layer and is 
suitable to cultivation. Srrall grains are the best suited 
crops. This soil type is found in Loamy Prairie range. 
Limestone Cobbly Land (LJ:n). This land consists of limestone 
cobblestones and strongly sloping to steep, da.rk colored soils that are 
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shallow to very shallow over limestone, limestone conglomerate, or, in 
some small areas, caliche. 
The soil is 8 to 51 an thick. The surface layer ranges £ran loam 
:o clay loam in texture and is 15 to 75 percent limestone gravel and 
cobblestones. The substratum consists of limestone, limestone 
conglomerate, or caliche. 
This land is excessively drained and has excess runoff. 
Permeability is moderate. The vegetation consists of short, mid and 
tall grasses; the taller grasses growing on the deeper soils. This land 
is suitable as wildlife habitat and range but has a low carryin9 
cap:i.city. Control of grazing and protection fro~ fire are needed. 
This soil type is found in Limestone Ridge range. 
Lu.::ien Series. This series consists of shallow, sloping to 
strongly sloping soils on uplands. These are reddish brown, 
noncalcareous, loamy soils that developed from Permian sandstone. 
The surface layer is reddish brown loam and is aoout 25 cm thick. 
It has weak, fine, granular structure and is very friable when moist and 
soft when dry. It is neutral in reaction. The underlying rraterial is 
furk reddish brown, consolidated, fine grained sandstone. 
These soils range in thickness from 13 an near rock outcrops to as 
mu.::h as 51 an. The surface layer texture is rrainly loam but ranges frO'.ll 
silt loam to fine sandy loam. Color ranges fran furk reddish brown to 
reddish brown. The reaction is neutral to rceciiun acid. 
Lu:::ien soils are associated with zaneis and Vernon soils but are 
less clayey than the calcareous Vernon soils. They are shallower to 
red.rock than and lack the developed textural subsoil of Zaneis soils. 
Lucien soils are in range. The vegetation consists of tall and 
mid grasses . 
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Lucien-Zaneis-vernon Canplex, ~ to 12 Percent Slopes (LzD). 'I'his 
complex consists of sloping to strongly sloping soils on dissected, 
erosional uplands. It is 30 to 60 percent Lucien soils, 10 to 30 
percent Zaneis loam, 20 to 50 percent Vernon soils, and 5 to 15 J?2rcent 
rock outcrops. Included in rrapping were alluvial soils on valley floors 
less than 30.5 rn wide and srrall areas of Minco loom. This complex is 
suitable for use as range and wildlife habitat. The vegetation CDnsists 
of tall and mid grasses. This soil. type is found 
in Lee.my Prairie and Red Clay Prairie range. 
Port Series. This series CDnsists of nearly level, brown to dark 
reddish brown soils on flood plains. They formed in loam and clay loam 
under deciduous trees and tall grasses. 
The surface layer of these soils is either loam or clay loam. 
wnere the texture is loam, the surface layer ranges from 25 to 64 an 
thick and from brown to reddish brown in color. It has a aranular 
structure and is friable when rroist and slightly hard when ·ary. The 
reaction is slightly acid or neutral. The subsoil is reddish brown; 
granular loom. It is friable when rroist and slightly hard when dry. 
The underlying rraterial ranges fran loam to light clay in texture and 
fran dark brown to yellowish red in color. 
Where the texture is clay loam, the surface layer is 30 to 76 cm 
thick. It is generally dark brown but ranges from reddish brown to dark 
grayish brown. It is friable or firm and has mediun granular structure. 
The subsoil is reddish brown clay loam that is firm and is neutral to 
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alk3.line in reaction. It ranges from brown through reddish brown to 
yellowish red in color. Underlying ffi9.terial is ca.103.reous, reddish 
brown, ffi9.ssive, firm clay loam. Darkened layers of buried soils at a 
depth of 0. 91 to 1.5 m are common. The depth to free carlxmates ranges 
from 0.38 to 1.3 m. 
Port soils are rroderately fertile and have good tilth and 
structure. Port loam is easier to w::irk and is rrore permeable than Port 
clay loam, but its subsoil stores less rroisture for plants. 
These are among the 0 rrost productive soils on FSMR. They are suited 
to srrall grain, alfalfa, forage sorghun, millet, lespedeza, 
pecan trees, and tame and native .i:asture. 
Port Clay Loam (Pc). This is the rrost extensive l::ottomland soil on 
FSMR and one of the rrost productive. It is suited to all area crops. 
Maintaining plant nutrients is the rrain rranagement 
requirement. This soil type is found in Loamy Bottanland range. 
Port Learn (Po}. 'rhis is the second most extensive l::x::>ttc:xnland soil 
----
on FSMR. It is very productive and is suited to all area crops. The 
areas in native or tame i;:asture are productive of forage. Maintaining 
plant nutrients is the rrain rranagement requirement. This 
soil type is found in Loamy Bot tc:xnland range. 
Port-Slicksoots Conolex (Ps). This complex consists of Port soils 
and slickspots. Included in crapping were srrall areas of Lela and Miller 
soils. Slickspots rrake up 10 to 25 percent of the rrapping unit. They 
occur as clusters that rray total more than two hectares. Slickspots are 
usually less than 9.1 min diameter. 
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The surface layer of the slickspots ranges fran loam to clay lcxun 
in texture, is 5 to 51 cm thick, and has a crust that is 0 .3 to 2 .5 cm 
thick and is glazed and whitish when dry. In fl)3.ny areas, erosion has 
removed rrost or all the surface layer. The l::oundary retween tJ1is layer 
and the subsoil is abrupt. The subsoil consists of -weak blocky to 
massive clay to clay loam. The color of the surface layer and subsoil 
ranges from grayish brown to reddish brown. The substratllffi rray vary in 
rolor and range from s:i.ndy loam to clay in texture. Tne reaction in all 
horizons ranges from neutral to rcoderately alkaline. Calcareous 
rraterial can occur fran the surface oown to a d:=pth of 76 cm. 
This complex is subject to flooding. Where floods are frequent, 
scour channels have formed. These channels are usually intermittent and 
have only spa.rse vegetation. 
This complex is not suitable for cultivation. The vegetation on 
Port soils consists of tall grasses. Vegetation on the slickspots 
ronsistS of mid and short grasses, such as alkali sacaton, white trid:=ns 
(Trid:=ns alrescens), s:i.ltgrass CDistichlis spicata), and buffalograss, 
and in some areas s:i.l tcedar (Tamar ix galli ca ) and mesquite. Sane 
slickspots are J::arren or nearly so. This soil type is 
found in Lo:uny Bottomland range. 
Rock Land (Ro). Rock land is 35 to 90 percent granite outcrop and 
10 to 50 J?2rcent gently sloping to rroderately steep soils that are very 
shallow over granite red.rock. Includ.ed in mapping were deeper soils, 
which rrake up 10 to 12 J?2rcent of this type land. 
Rock land is associated with Granite outcrop and Stony rock land. 
It has a srraller percentage of rock outcrops than Granite outcrop and a 
srralier percentage of deep stony soils than Stony rock land. This 
soil type is found rn Hilly Stony range. 
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Stony Rock Land (St). This land is hilly to very steep. It is 15 
to 50 pc-~cent Granite outcrops, 10 to 30 percent very shallow soils over 
granite, and 15 to 70 percent d2ep stony soils. The slope ranges from 
15 t.<J 50 percent. 
Stony rock land is associated with Granite outcrop and Rock land. 
It has a smaller percentage of outcrops than Granite outcrop land and a 
higher percentage of deep stony soils than Rock land. 
This land is used as range and wildlife habitat. The vegetation is 
a sparse cover of short and mid grasses on the shallow soils and tall 
grasses and scrub oak on the deep stony soils. This soil is 
found in Hilly Stony and Hilly Stony Savannah range. 
Tillrran Series. This series consists of deep, very gently sloping 
and gently sloping, reddish brown soils on uplands. These soils are. 
calcareous relow a d2pth of 33 an. 
The surface layer is brown to Clark reddish brown friable clay loam, 
13 to 25 cm thick, and has fine granular structure. In most places, 
t.his layer is underlain by 5 to 20 an of reddish brown clay loam that 
has moderate, fine, granular structure and grades to weak, fine blocky 
structure with increasing c:Epth. The subsoil is comi;:act and blocky. 
The texture is either light clay or silty clay. The color is ordinarily 
reddish brown but ranges to &.rk reddish brown. This layer is very firm 
when mo"ist and extremely hard "When dry. The underlying rraterial is 
yellowish red, highly calcareous, rcassi ve clay. 
Tillrran soils·are associated with Foard, Vernon, Stamford, Zaneis, 
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and Lawton soils. They are more reddish than Foord soils and have a. 
trans~tion zone l::Etween L~e surface layer and the subsoil. They are 
deeper over the undeveloped clay red beds and have a well differentiated 
subsoil which Vernon soils lack. Their surface layer is less 103.IT!y than 
Zaneis and Lawton soils, and their subsoil is rrore clayey. 
Tillrran soils are somewhat excessively drained and have very slow 
p:rrneabili ty. The native grasses consists of snort and mia grasses. 
Tillrran Clay Loam, l to ~ Percent Slopes (TmC). Inchrled in 
napping were Vernon soils, scattered slicksi:ots, and SITall areas tJ1at 
are similar to Tillrran soils but are calcareous above a depth of 30 an. 
&ra.11 grain and grain sorghums are best adapted to this soil. 
Droll'.jhtiness and erosion are rrajor limitations. This soil type is 
found in Hardland range. 
Vernon Series. This series consists of shallow, reddish, 
calcareous Permian clays that are COffip:lCt and nearly impervious. The 
calcareous surface layer is red to chrk reddish brown, friable clay to 
clay loam and is 5 to 20 an thick. It has strong, fine, granular 
structure. The subsoil is red, very finu clay. It either has medirnt, 
fine, blocky structure or is rrassive. It is extremely hard when dry. 
This layer is calcareous and contain srrall lime concentrations. Rea, 
calcareous, rrassi ve clay is at a depth of 13 to 76 cm. These soils are 
1roderately alkaline. Free lime generally occurs in the surface layer 
and throughout the profile. 
Vernon soils are associated with Foa.rd, Tillrran, Stamford, Zaneis, 
and Lu::ien soils. They are rrore clayey than Lu::ien soils and are more 
shallow over the nearly impervious substratum of raw clay 
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than Stam.fora. soils.- Native cover consists or short and. ima grasses. 
Vernon Soils, l to 2 Percent Slopes (Ve~). These soils are on 
erosional uplands. Their surface layer is ca.lcareous, granular clay to 
clay loam 10 to 30 an thick. The depth to the substratum is 23 to 51 
cm. In areas near the Wichita Mountains, these soils have a lramy 
irantle, but in sane areas most of this has !:Ben removed by erosion. 
Included in rrapping were spots of Stamford clay. 
Srra.11 grain ca.n b2 grown on this soil. Water erosion is a 
serious hazard. This soil is foi.md in Red Clay Prairie range. 
Vernon Soils, ~ to 12 Percent Slopes (VeD). These soils are on 
erosional uplands. In places the gradient is as much as 15 percent. 
The surface layer is 5 to 20 an thick and the depth to substratum is 13 
to 51 an. Included in rrapping were srrall areas of Locein soils, srrall 
areas that have a gravelly or rocky surface layer, and small eroded 
areas. These soils erode unless well rranaged. This soil ·type is found 
in Red Clay Prairie range. 
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APPENDIX C 
Study Area Plant List, Ft. Sill Military rteservation, OKlahara. 
List includes plants listed in Ft. Sill Conservation plan for each 
range tyJ?3 found in the study area pl us those noted during the 
oourse of the study. 
Ccrnrnon Name 
.Alfalfa 
Alk:lli Saca ton 
Arrerican Elm 
Annual Braue 
Annual Dropseed 
Annual Skullcap 
.Z\nnual Sunflower 
Annual Threeawn 
Autumn Olive 
Earrel Cactus 
B:tsketflower 
Bermuda grass 
Big Blues tern 
Big Bluets 
Bitter Sneezeweed 
Blackeyesusan 
Blackjack Oak 
Black Medic 
Black Sampson 
Black Willow 
Blue Aster 
Blue-Eyed Grass 
Blue Grana 
Blue Star 
Blue Windigo 
Bracted Plantain 
Bristlegrass 
Broan Snakeweed 
Buf falograss 
Canada Wild Rye 
Carolina Whitlow Grass 
Carpet weed 
Catclaw sensitivebriar 
ChaetopapJ?3. 
Chickweed 
Ccrmnon Broomweed 
Canmon Mullein 
ConJ?3.SSplant 
Scientific Name 
Medicago sativa 
Sporo!nlus airoides 
Ulmus americana 
Branus sp. 
Sporo!nlus neglectus 
Scutellaria drurrmondii 
Helianthus annuus 
Aristida sp. 
Elaeagnus u'Titellata 
Edlinocereus baileyi 
Centauria americana 
Cynodon dactylon 
Andropogon gerardi 
Houstonia angustifolia 
Heleni um arrarum 
Rudbeckia hirta 
Quercus rrarylandica 
Medicago lupulina 
Edlinacea angustifolia 
Salix nigra 
Aster ooerulescens 
Sisyrinchium angustifolium 
fbuteloua gracilis 
Arnsonia ciliata 
B:tptisia australis 
Plantago aristida 
Setaria sp. 
Gutierrezia sarothrae 
Buchloe dactyloides 
Elymus canadensis 
Dra ba reptans 
Molli.:go verticillata 
Schrankia uncinata 
ChaetopapJ?3. asteroid.es 
Stellaria rredia 
Gutierrezia dracunculoides 
Verbascum thapsus 
Silphiu:n laciniatum 
Coralb=rry 
Corn Salad 
Cream Windigo 
Croton 
CUt-163.f Evening Primrose 
Cutle:i.f Ironplant 
r::aisy Fleal:e.ne 
Dogwood 
LNla.rf Dandelion 
Eastern Cottonwood 
Eastern Gama.grass 
Eastern Red Cedar 
Eriogonum 
Falsegarlic 
Fall Witchgrass 
Field-Pansy 
Fine-Leaf Hymenoxys 
Flax 
Fringeleaf Paspa.lum 
Gama.grass 
Gaura 
Gayfeather 
Gol&lster 
Goldenrod 
Grape 
Greenbriar 
Greenf1ower Pepperweed 
Green thread 
GurMeed 
Half shrub Sundrop 
Hairy Grama 
Hairy Dropseed 
Hairy Goldaster 
H63.th Aster 
Hanp Dogba.ne 
Illinois Bundleflower 
Indian Blanket 
Indiangrass 
Indian Paint Brush 
Inland Rush 
Jagged Chickweed 
Japa.nese Brc:me 
.Johnsongrass 
King Ranch Bluestern 
Kuhnia 
I.arge-Bracted Wild Indigo 
large Flowered Tickseed 
Least Bluet 
Leaven'WOrth's Eryngo 
LEmon Monarda 
Lespedeza 
Little Bluestem 
Little B:l.rley 
Maximillian Sunflower 
Symp~oricarpos orbiculatus 
Valerianella radiata 
B3.ptisia bracteata 
Croton sp. 
Oenothera laciniata 
Haplopappus spinulosis 
Erigeron ramosus 
Cornus sp. 
Krigia oppositifolia 
Populus deltoides 
Tripsacum &lctyloides 
Juniperus virginiana 
Eriogonum longifolium 
Nothoscordum texanum 
Leptolorra cognatun 
Viola raf inesqii 
Hymenoxys linearifolia 
Linum sp. 
Paspa.lum ciliatifolium 
Tripsacum aactyloides 
Gaura sp. . 
Liatris punctata 
Chrysopsis pilosa 
Solidago sp. 
Vitis sp. 
Smilax sp. 
Lepidiurn densiflorum 
Thelesperna sp. 
Grindelia squarrosa 
Oenothera serrulata 
Bouteloua hirsuta 
Sporob;)lus asper oilosus 
Chrysopsis villosa 
Aster ericoides 
Apocynum rannabinum 
Desrranthus ill1noensis 
Gaillardia pulchella 
Sorghastrum nutans 
Castilleja indivisa 
Juncus interior 
Holosteum umbellatum 
Branus japonicus 
Sorghum halepense 
Andropogon ischaemum var. 
Kuhnia eupatoriodes 
B3.ptisia leu::::ophae~ 
Coreopsis grandiflora 
Hedyotis crassif olia 
Eryngium leavenworthii 
Monarda citriodora 
Lespedeza sp. 
Andropogon scopa.ri us 
Hordeum pussilu:n 
Helianthus rraximilani 
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Meadow G3.rlic 
Mesquite 
Missouri Evening Primrose 
Missouri Goldenrod 
Mourning Lovegrass 
Muhly 
Nail'w.Jrt 
Nose burn 
Nuttall's Astragalus 
Oklahorra Penstemon 
Osage Orange 
Panicled Aster 
Pecan 
Perennial Sunflower 
Plains coreopsis 
Poe coon 
Poison Ivy 
Poppyrrallow 
Post oak 
Prairie Acacia 
Prairie-cnneflower 
Prairie Flax 
Prairie Hymenoxys 
Prairie Kuhnia 
Prairie Mimosa 
Prairie Rag'w.Jrt 
Prairie Spiderwort 
Prairie Sunflower 
Prairie Threeawn 
Prairie Verbena 
Prairie Wind Flower 
Prickly Lettuce 
Pricklypear 
Purple-Flower Ground Cherry 
Purple Lovegrass 
Purple Poppy Mallow 
Purpletop 
Rayless Gaillardia 
Redbud 
Red 'I'hreea wn 
Rippleseed Plantain 
Rough Buttonweed 
Rotgh False Pennyroyal 
Rough Tridens 
Sagewort 
Salt Cedar 
Saltgrass 
Sand Bluestem 
Sand Dropseed 
Sand Plum 
Scarlet G3.ura 
Scril:ner Panicum 
Sedges 
Sensitive Briar 
Allium canadense 
Prosopis julif lora 
Oenothera rnissouriensis 
Salida.go missouriensis 
Eragrostis ltBens 
Muhlenbergia sp. 
Paronychia sp. 
Tragia ramosa 
Astragalus nuttallianus 
Penstemon oklahomensis 
Maclura pomifera 
Aster simplex 
carya illinoensis 
Helianthus sp. 
Coreopsis tinctoria 
Lithospennum sp. 
Taxicodendron radicans 
callirhoe sp. 
QtErcus stellata 
Acacia angustissirna 
Ratibida columnifera 
Linum rigidum 
Hymenoxys scaposa 
Kuhnia eupatorioides texana 
D:srranthus leptolopus 
Senecio plattensis 
Tradescantia occidentalis 
Helianthus petioralis 
Aristida olignatha 
Verbena bipinnatifida 
Anemone caroliniana 
Iactuca scariola 
Opuntia canpressa 
Physalis lol:ata 
Eragrostis spectabilis 
Callirhoe involuerata 
Tri dens fla va. 
Gaillardia suavis 
Cercis canadensis 
Aristida. longiseta 
Plantago rra.jor 
Diodia teres 
Hedeana hispidi.nn 
Tridens muticus 
Artemisia sp. 
Tama.rix gall i ca 
Distichlis spicata 
Andropogon hallii 
Sporol::ol us cryptandrus 
Prunus angustifolia 
G3.ura coccinea 
Panicum scril:nerianum 
carex spp. 
Shrankia nuttallii 
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Showy Evening Primrose 
Sideoats Grarra 
Silver Blues tern 
Silverleaf Nightshade 
Silvery Golden Aster 
Six-week Fescue 
Skunkbush Surrac 
Sleepy catchfly 
Slender Day Flower 
Small Skullrap 
Small So:l.p.veed 
Srrartweed 
Snooth-White Hymenopa.ppus 
Southern Dewrerry 
Spiderwort 
Spreading Chervil 
Spreading Pricklypea.r 
Spring .Be3.uty 
Star Violet 
Stickerweed 
SWi tchgrass 
Tall Dropseed 
Tall Grarra 
Texasplume 
Thread-leaf Thelesperrra 
Tickclover 
Tumble Windrnillgrass 
Uniola 
Verbena 
Vetch 
Vine Mesquite 
Virginia Wheatgrass 
Wavyleaf Thistle 
western Hackberry 
Wes tern Ragweed 
Western Wheatgrass 
western Yarrow 
White Astragalus 
White Bladderpod 
White Heath Aster 
White Top 
White Tridens 
Whitlow Grass 
Wild Buckwheat 
Wild Carrot 
Wild oats 
Wild.rye 
Witchgrass 
Woodsorrel 
Woolly Indianwheat 
wright's Plantain 
Yellow Neptunia 
Yellow Paint Brush 
Yellow Woodsorrel 
Oenothera speciosa 
Bouteloua curtiJ?3ndula 
Andropogon saccharoides 
Solanum elaeagnifolium 
Chrysopsis villosa 
Festuca octif lora 
Rhus trilob::l.ta 
Silene antirrhina 
Ca:runelia erect.a 
Scutellaria p:i.rvula 
Yucca gla uca 
Polygonum sp. 
Hymenopa.ppus scabioseus 
Rubus tr i viali s 
Tradescantia sp. 
Chaerophyllum texa.num 
Opuntia humif usa 
Claytonia virginica 
Hedyotis nigricans 
Solanum carolinense 
Panicum virgatum 
Sporol:olus asper 
Bouteloua hirsuta pectinata 
Gilia rubra 
Thelespenra filifolium 
D:smodi um sp. 
Chloris verticillata 
Uniola latifolia 
Verbena sp. 
Vicia sp. 
Panicum obtusum 
Elyrnus virginicus 
·cirsi um undulatum 
Celtis occidentalis 
Ambrosia psilostachya 
Andropogon smithii 
Achillea lanulosa 
Astragalus crassicarpus 
Lesquerella ovalifolia 
Aster ericoides 
Erigeron strigosus 
Tridens alrescens 
Drab::l. brachycarpa 
Erigonum racemosurn 
D:iucus ca.rota 
Avena sativa 
Elymus sp. 
Panicum capillare 
oxalis sp. 
Plant.ago purshii 
Plant.ago wrightiana 
Neptunia lutea 
Castilleja citrina 
Oxalis strict.a 
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APPENDIX D 
'TABLE 27. PLANT SPECIES RELA.TIVE FREQUENCIES IN RELA'l'ION 'ID 
BURN AGE FOR MESQUITE FREE AREAS AT FT. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVATION, <XMA.NCHE OJUNTY, OKIAHOMA, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Species Unburned 3-Ye:trs 2-Ye:trs 1-Ye:tr Study Year 
Little Bluestem 13 .3 47.4 18.2 61.5 27.8 
Hairy Grana 21.1 27.3 16. 7 
Star Violet 5.3 9.1 
Broanweed 5.3 11.1 
Brome 66.7 5.6 
Blue Grama. 10.5 23.1 
Prairie 1'hreeawn 5.6 
Sideoats Grarra 5.6 
Buffalo Grass 7.7 
Chaetopappa 7.7 
Silver Blues tern 27.3 
Neptune 9.1 
Dotted Button Snakeroot 9.1 
Swi tchgrass 5.3 
Coreopsis 5.3 
western Yarrow 6.7 
M3ximillian Sunflower 13 .3 
Panicurn sp. 5.6 
Juncus sp • 11.l 
. Sil very Golden Aster 5.6 
Missouri Goldenrod 5.6 
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'IBBLE 28. Pi_,_l\NT SPECIES RELA'rIVE FRB',JUEl\iCl.&:3 rn RE.'Lti'I'ION 'IO 
BURN AGE FDR IJ:JN MESQUITE DENSITY AREAS ON 'IHE STUDY A,.qf'A AT FT. 
SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, CDMAN---nE ffiUNTY, OKIAHOMA, 1985 . 
Burn Age 
Species Unburned 3-Years 1-Year Study-Year 
Western Ragweed 7.7 10 .o 7.7 7.1 
Braue 50.0 61.5 71.4 
Western Yarrow 7.7 5.0 7.7 
GUI'!Meed 7.7 7.1 
Vine Mesquite 7.7 14.3 
Hairy Grarra 7.7 
Prairie Threeawn 38.5 
Broomweed 15 .4 
Blue Grarra 7.7 
Sideoats Grana 7.7 
D:>tted Button Srakeroot 10.0 
Annual Dropseed 15 .4 
Johnson Grass 10.0 
Big Blues tern 5.0 
Plan ta go sp. 5.0 
Panicum sp. 5.0 
'Ill.BIB 29 • F.uANT SPECIES RELATIVE FREQUENCIES IN RELATION 
'IO BURN AGE FOR HIGH MESQUI'I'E DENSI'rY A.REA.S ON 'IHE srrnY 
AREA AT Fr. SILL ,MILI'I'ARY RESERVATION, o::MANCHE ffilNTY, 
OKIAH0\1A, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Species Unburned 3-Yrers 2-Yrers 1-Yrer 
Brane 83.3 71.4 18.2 52.9 
Brocmweed 9.1 11.8 
Vine Mesquite 8.3 14.3 
Cyperus sp. 9.1 5.9 
Prairie Threeawn 18.2 
Hairy Grama 9.1 
Blue Grama 17 .6 
Western Ragweed 8.3 
Silverleaf Nightshade 18.2 
Canada Wildrye 18.2 
Gunweed 7.1 
Silver Bluestem 7.1 
Panicum sp. 5.9 
Mourning Lovegrass 5.9 
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APPENDIX E 
'IA.BLE 30. MONTHLY CDM.PARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL POLE READINGS FOR 'IHE lNBURNED 
AREA WITHOur M.ESQUI'rE ON 'IHE STUDY AREA 
AT Fr. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
mMANCHE CDW-TY, QK1AH()j1A, 1985 . 
Month N Mea.n Grouping 
May 32 34. 844 A 
August 32 31.234 AB 
July 32 28.984 BC 
June 32 24.609 c 
April 32 12 .266 D 
Mea.ns with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different CP<0.05), 
D.F.=155, LSD=S.4623. 
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'IABLE 31. M:JNI'HLY CDMPARISON (~D) OF 
ROBEL FOLE RFA.DIN3S FDR 'THE 3-YEZ\R OLD 
BURN WITHOur MESQUI'rE ON 'THE S'I'UDY AREA 
AT FT. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, 
CDMA.NCHE OJlJ.'ITY, OKIAHOM..li., 1985. 
Month N Mren Grouping 
40 23.688 A 
July 40 21.125 B 
June 40 15.688 c 
May 40 12.813 D 
April 40 4.188 E 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different CP<0.05), 
D.F .=195, ISD=2. 4475. . 
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ThBLE 32 • MONTHLY CDMPARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL POLE READIL\GS FOR 'IRE 2-YFll.R OLD 
BURN WITHOUr MESQUITE ON 'IHE S'rUDY AREll. 
AT FT. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
CDMANCHE ffilN'I'Y, OKIAHOMA, 1985 • 
Month N Me:i.n Grouping 
August 40 15.313 A 
July 40 12. 938 AB 
M3.y 40 11.625 B 
June 40 10 .625 B 
April 40 4.125 c 
Me:i.ns with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, ISD=3.4719. 
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TABLE 33. MJNI'HLY CDMPARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL R)LE REA.DINGS FOR 'lliE 1-YEZffi OLD 
BURN WITHOUT MESQUITE ON 'IHE S'TlJDY AREA. 
Nr FI'. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATlOL'< I 
OJMZ\NOiE OJlNTY, OKIAHOMA, 1985. 
Month N 
June 40 
July 40 
AU3'USt 40 
May 40 
April 40 
Mean 
17.375 
17.000 
14.438 
13 .563 
8.125 
Grouping 
A 
A 
B 
B 
c 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
rot significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, ISD=2.3481. 
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TABLE 34. M'.)NIBLY CD."v1PARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL IDLE READINGS FOR 'IHE STUDY-Y@..R 
BURN WITHOUT MESQUITE ON 'IHE S'rUDY AREA 
AT ET. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, 
CDMANCHE CDUNTY, OKIAHCMA, 1985. 
Month 
July 
June 
May 
April 
N 
40 
40 
40 
40 
40 
Mean 
18.556 
17. 750 
15.313 
10.375 
6.250 
Grouping 
A 
A 
B 
c 
D 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different CP<0.05), 
D.F.=195, 1SD=2.1978. 
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APPENDIX F 
'ffiBLE 35. MJN'I'HLY OJMPARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL FDLE REZ\DIN3S FOR 'IHE LNBURNED 
AREA WITH A HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY ON 
'IHE STUDY AREA. AT FT. SILL MILl'l'ARt 
RESERVATION, CDMANCHE Q)l.JNTY, OKIAHOMA, 
1985. 
Month N 
May 40 
April 40 
June 40 
August 40 
July 40 
Mffin 
44.438 
15. 750 
12 .188 
11.813 
9.500 
Grouping 
A 
B 
c 
c 
c 
Mectns with the sa.me grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, LSD=3.0782. 
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'IA.BLE 36 • MONTHLY QJ:\1PAH.ISON CISD) OF 
ROBEL POLE RFADIN3S FDR 'IHE 3-YEAR OLD 
BURN WITH A HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY ON 
'IHE STUDY A.~ AT Fr. SILL MILI'rARY 
RFSER\TA'rION, Q)ML\,JiJCHE OJ llN'I'Y, OKIAHQ\1A, 
1985. 
Month N 
fuy 40 
AU:1USt 40 
April 40 
July 40 
June 40 
Moon 
34.750 
23. 875 
21.688 
16.313 
14.688 
Grouping 
A 
B 
B 
c 
c 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, ISD=4.8992. 
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ThBLE 37. MJNI'HLY CXMPARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL RJLE RFADIN3S FOR 'IHE 2-YEAR OLD 
BURN WITH A HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY ON 
'IRE STUDY AR.Eli Ar FT. SILL MILI'rARY 
RESERVATION, OJMANCHE CX)(NI'Y, OKLAHOMA, 
1985. 
Month N Mean Grouping 
AUJUSt 40 49.250 A 
July 40 47.563 A 
May 40 37.125 B 
Jtme 40 35 .087 B 
April 40 13 .125 c 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, LSD=7.6100. 
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'I.ABLE 38. MONI'HLY CDMPARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL POLE READil~S FDR 'IHE i-YEAR OLD 
BURN WITH A HIGH ME.SQUI·rE DENSITY ON 
'IRE STUDY AREA. AT Fr. SILL MILl'rARY 
RESERVATION, o::Mi'.\.NCHE CDUNTY, OKIAHCMA, 
1985. 
Month N Mean Grouping 
May 40 36.375 A 
July 40 32.688 A 
40 32 .188 . A 
June 40 24.125 B 
April 40 18.750 B 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different CP<0.05), 
D.F .=195, LSD=S .8627 •• 
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APPENDIX G 
'ffiBLE 39. MJNIBLY CDMPARISON (ISD) OF 
ROBEL NLE READIN3S FDR 'IHE l.NBURNED 
A.REA WITH A T.J:NV MESQUITE DENSI'rY ON 'IHE 
STUDY AREA. AT FT. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVATION, CDMAN2HE CDLNTY, OKIAHCMA, 
1985. 
Month N Mren Groupinq 
July 40 23.000 A 
At:gust 40 22.375 A 
June 40 20.875 AB 
May 40 18. 750 B 
April 40 4.875 c 
Mrens with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, ISD=2.7771. 
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:ffiBT.E 40. MJNTJ:iLY CDMPARISON (l...:)D) OF 
ROBEL FOLE REZ\.DINGS FDR 'IHE 3-YEAR OLD 
BJJR,.t\J WITH A IDli/ MESQUI'rE DENSITY ON 'IHE 
STUDY A.REl\ A·r FI'. SILL MILI'TARY 
RESERVA'TION I CDMANCHE OJlJNTY I OKIAHO'M I 
1985. 
Month N Mern · Grouping 
August 40 39. 750 A 
July 40 39.625 A 
May 40 37.875 A 
June 40 35.500 A 
April 40 8.938 B 
MEE.ns with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, LSD=4.4829. 
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'ffiBLE 41. MJNI'HLY cx:MPARISON CLsD) OF 
ROBEL POLE RE!\DIN:;S FOR 'IBE 1-YEAR OLD 
BUR..~ WITH A IDiJ MESQUITE DENSITY ON 'IRE 
srrnY AREA AT FI'. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVATION, mMAN\...tfE cnm·ry, OKIAHOM.A., 
1985. 
Month N Mean Grouping 
40 35.063 A 
June 40 30.063 B 
40 29.875 B 
July 40 28.438 B 
April 40 23.125 c 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different (P<0.05), 
D.F.=195, LSD=4.5838. 
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'lABLE 42. M'.)NI'HLY a:>MPARISON (LSD) OF 
ROBEL roLE READIN3S FDR 'IRE STUDY-YThR 
BORN \.\1ITH A IINJ ME.SQUI'rE DEN.SITY ON 'IHE 
STUDY A.REA AT FI'. SILL MILLrARY 
RESERVATION, CDM?\NCHE Q) CNTY, OKIA9:C)MA, 
1985. 
Month N Mean Grouping 
40 40.438 A 
May 40 31.875 B 
June 40 29.938 B 
July 40 29.313 B 
April 40 7.875 c 
Means with the same grouping letter are 
not significantly different CP<0.05), 
D.F.=195, LSD=5.7831. 
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APPENDIX H 
TABLE 43. ANALYSIS OF O)VARIAN:::::E (P> IT I ) FOR 
APRIL STEl'-1 DENSI'rY RffiFSSIONS FRCM ME.SQUI'l'E 
FREE AREA.S, ON 'IHE S'rODY A.REL\ AI' Fr. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVATION, O:JMA.NCHE OJlNTY, 
OKI.AHOOA. , 19 8 5 • 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 1-Year 
3-Years 0.0232 
2-Years 0.0011 0.3219 
1-Year 0.0012 0.3364 0.9766 
Study-Year 0.0001 0.0273 0.2235 0.2125 
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ThBLE 44. ANALYSIS OF ffiVA..RIANCE (P>ITj) 
FDR .MZ\Y STEM. DENSITY' REGESSIONS FRCM 
MESQUI'rE FREE AREA.S ON 'IRE srmt AREA AT 
FI'. SILL MILITARY RESERVA;rION, ill0.IANCdE 
ffilNTY, OKIAfl~, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Ye:i.rs 2-Years 1-Ye::tr 
3-Years 0.0001 
2-Ye::trs 0.0001 0.1901 
1-Ye::tr 0.0001 0.9020 0.1517 
Study-Ye::tr 0.0001 0.0016 0.0649 0.0011 
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TABLE 45. ANALYSIS OF CDVARIANCE (P> I Tl) FDR 
JlNE STEM DENSI'I'Y .RB3ESSIONS FRCM MESQUITE 
FREE AREAS ON 'IHE S'rlJDY AREA AT FT. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVATION, CDMA.N2HE OJr.NTY, 
OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 1-Year 
3-Years 0.0001 
2-Years 0.0001 0.0250 
1-Yea.r 0.0001 0.9884 0.0259 
Study-Year 0.0001 0.0147 0.8422 0.0153 
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TABLE 46. ANALYSIS OF CDVARIAN:.:E (P> I '1' I ) FDR 
JULY S'I'EM DENSITY RElSFSSIONS FRQ\1. MESQUI'1'E 
FREE AREZ'\.S ON 'IHE S'1'UDY AR.EA AT FT. SILL 
MILI'rARY RESERVATION, CDMA.NCHE CDf.NTY, 
OKIAHCW\, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 1-Year 
3-Years 0.0122 
2-Years 0.0001 0.0018 
1-Year 0.0024 0.5989 0.0094 
Study-Year 0.0007 0.3842 0.0241 0.7307 
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'IT\.BLE 47. ANALYSIS OF O)VARIANCE (P> IT I ) FDR 
AtJ3US•r S'r.ElVI DENSITY RE3E.SSIONS FRQ.\1 ME.SQOITE 
FREE AREAS ON 'IHE S'rUDY AREA AT Fr. SILL 
MILI'I'ARY RESRERVA'rioN, ~NCHE m lNTY, 
O.KIAHQl\'1li, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 1-Year 
3-Years 0.0993 
2-Yea.rs 0.0001 0.0022 
1-Yea.r 0.0001 0.0034 0.8977 
Study-Year 0.0001 0.0102 0.6229 0. 7164 
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APPENDIX I 
'ffiBLE 48. ANALYSIS OF CDVARIANCE (P> I Tl ) 
FOR APRIL STEYl DENSITY RE3ESSIONS FRCM 
IfltV MESQUITE DENSITY AREAS ON 'Ili.E S'rUDY 
AREA. AT Fr. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
ffi\1A.NCHE CDLNTY, OKLAHOMA., 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-YffirS 1-Yffir 
0.0243 
0.0001 0.0001 
Study-Yffir 0.0002 0 .1396 0.0001 
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'JABLE 49. ANALYSIS OF CDVARIANCE 
(P> IT!) FDR .MA.Y STEM DENSITt 
RE3E.SSIONS FRCM IiJliJ MESQUITE DENSI'rY 
AREA.S ON 'IRE STUDY AREA. AT FI' • SILL 
MILI'rARY RESERVATION, CDMAl\LtiE CDt:NTY, 
OKLAHOMZI., 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Ya::i.rs 1-Ya::i.r 
3-Years 0.0001 
1-Year 0.0001 
Study-Year 0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0354 0.1652 
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TirnLE 50 • ANALYSIS OF O::>VARIANCE 
CP> IT I > FDR JtNE STEM DENSI'r'L' 
REGESSIONS FRCM I..1.:#J MESQOI'rE DENSITY 
AREZ\S ON 'IHE STUDY AREA AT Fr • SILL 
MILI'rARY RESERVATION, CDMA.NCHE 
O::>ONTY, OKI.AHOMA, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 1-Year 
3-Yea.rs 0.0001 
1-Year 0 .2051 . 0. 0001 
Study-Yea.r 0.0002 0.0001 0.0225 
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ThBLE 51. ANALYSIS OF OJVAtU..L1.L\JCE 
(P> I Ti) FOR JOLY STEM DENSITY 
REGESSIONS FRCM. LOW MESQUITE DENSITY 
AREAS ON 1HE STUDY AREA AT FT. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVATION, OJMA.N:::HE 
CDlli\J'I''.i, OKIAHQ'VJA., 1985 • 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 1-Yrer 
3-Yrers 0.0001 
1-Year 0.0605 0.0001 
Study-Year 0.0101 0.0001 0.4851 
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'm.BLE 52. ANALYSIS OF OJVARIANCE 
(P>ITI) FOR AIJ3us·r STEM DENSI'fi'. 
RE3ESSIONS FRCM I.DiJ MESQUITE DENSITY 
ARFA.S ON 'IRE srUDY AREA AT Fr. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVA'I'ION, mMANCHE 
OJlliTY, OKLAHCM!\, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Yffirs 1-Yffir 
3-YffirS 
l-Y63.r 
0.0001 
0.3065 
Study-yffir 0.0493 
0.0001 
0. 0001 0 .-3450 
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APPENDIX J 
'ffiBLE 53 • ANALYSIS OF CDVARIAOCE 
< P >I TI ) FDR APRIL sr.EM DENSITY 
RB3ESSIONS FRCM HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY 
A.REAS ON 'IHE STUDY AREA AT FI'. SILL 
MILI'TARY RESERVA'TION, a:MAN::HE 
CDC.NI'Y, OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Yffirs 2-Y63.rs 
3-Y63.rS 0.4754 
2-Y63.rs 0.0001 0.0001 
l-Y63.r 0.6115 0.2219 0.0001 
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ThBLE 54. ANALYSIS OF ())VARIANCE 
(P> IT I ) FOR MA.Y STEM IENSITY 
RE3ESSIONS FRCM HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY 
AREAS ON 'IHE ST ODY ARPA AT FT. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVATION, o:::>MANCHE 
CX>UNTY, OKLAHQ\iA, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Ye:i.rs 2-Ye:i.rs 
0.0001 
2-Ye:i.rs 0.0001 0.0003 
0.0001 0.6737 0.0001 
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'D\BLE 55. ANALYSIS OF o::>VA.~IANCE 
(P> IT I > FDR JlNE srEM DENSITY 
REGE.SSIONS FRQ\1 HIGH MESQUITE 
DENsrry AREAS ON 'IRE STODY AREA AT 
FT. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
c.:i:::w\NCHE a::> LNTY, OKLAHOMA.. , 19 8 5 • 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 
3-Years 0.6977 
2-Years 0.4459 0.7085 
1-Year 0.1851 0.0866 0.0369 
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'ffiBLE 56. ANALYSIS OF CDVARIANCE 
(P> I Tl ) FOR JULY STEM DENSITY 
R.EX;ESSIONS FRQ\1 HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY 
AREAS ON 'IBE ST ODY AREA AT FT. SILL 
MILITARY RESERVATION, cx:>W\l'UiE 
OJU\ITY, OKIAHOMA, 1985. 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 
3-Years 0.5954 
2-Years 0.0002 0.0001 
1-Year 0.0001· 0.0001 0.0455 
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Th.BLE 5 7 . ANALYSIS OF CDVARIANCE . 
<P< I Ti l FDR AU3UST srE.'1 DENsrrY 
RffiESSIONS FRCM HIGH MBSQUI'I'E DENSI'I'i 
A.REZ\S ON 'IRE STUDY A.REZ\ AT Fr. SILL 
MILI'rARY RESERVATION, CX>MANCHE 
O)CNTY, OKI.AHCMA, 1985. 
3-Years 
2-Years 
1-Year 
Burn Age 
Unburned 3-Years 2-Years 
0.6072 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 
0.0001 0.2710 
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APPENDIX K 
JABLE 58. ANALYSIS OF OJVAiUArCE 
( P> I TI ) FOR M)Nl'HLY srEM DENSITY 
RffiFSSIONS OF 'IHE lNBURNED AREA. 
WITHOur MESQUI'rE ON 'IRE STUDY AREA AT 
FI'. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, 
mMANCHE C:Dl.NTY, OKLAHCMA., 1985. 
MONI'H 
April May June July 
May 0.0001 
June 0.0001 0.0115 
July 0.0001 0.0010 0.4374 
Atgust 0.0002 0.0001 0.0622 0.2758 
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TABLE 59 • ANALYSIS OF CDVA..i:\IANCE 
(P> !Tl) FOR M)NTHLi" STEM DENSITY 
RB3ESSIONS FOR 'IHE 3-YEAR OLD BURN 
WITHOur MESQUI'l'E ON THE STUDY AREA. AT 
Fr. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION' 
CDMANCHE CDUNTY, OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
MONI'H 
April May June July 
J\By 0.0116 
June 0.0001 0.1162 
July 0.0001 0.0066 0.2492 
AJ.BUSt 0.0001 0.0085 0.2837 0.9300 
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'IABLE 60 • AN.A.LYSIS OF CDVARIANCE 
(P> 1·r1) OF MJNTHLY srEM DENSITY 
REGESSIONS FOR 'IRE 2-YE'AR OLD BUR..~ 
WITHOUT M&SQUITE ON 'IHE STUDY AREA AT 
Fr. SILL MILl'rARY RESERVATION, 
CD.VlANCHE ffiONTY, OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
M'.)NI'H 
April May June July 
May 0.0160 
June 0.0005 0.2797 
July 0.0001 0.151B 0.7242 
Au:JUSt 0.0001 0.0672 0.4526 0.6903 
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ThBLE 61. ANALYSIS OF CDVARIANCE 
(P> IT I ) OF M:JNI'HLY STEM DENSITY 
RffiESSIONS FOR THE 1-YE'\R OLD BURN 
WITdOur MESQUI'TE ON 'IHE STUDY AREA. AT 
Fr. SILL MILI'rARY RESERVATION, 
CD.MANCHE CDON'I'Y, OKIAHCMA, 1985. 
MONI'H 
April May June July 
May 0.0001 
June 0.0001 0.0765 
July 0.0001 0.0099 0.4165 
Al.Bust 0.0001 0.9215 0.0616 0.0074 
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'Jl'.l..BLE 62. At\lALYSIS OF OJVAH.IANCE 
CP> IT I ) oF MJN""THLY srEM DENSITY 
REGE.SSIONS FDR 'IHE STUDY-YEAR BURN 
WI'I'dOUT .M&SQOI'I'E ON THE S'YlDY ARE.l\. Ar 
Fr. SILL MILl'rARY RESERVATION, 
CXMANCHE O)CNTY, OKIAH~, 1985. 
April May June July 
May 0.1197 
June 0.0001 0.0001 
July 0.0001 0.0001 0.0005 
AUjUSt 0.0001 0.0001 0.1029 0.0060 
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APPENDIX L 
TABLE 63 • ANALYSIS OF CX>VARIAN:E 
(P> I Tl ) OF l\VNrHLY STEM DENSITY 
REGESSIONS FDR 'IRE lNBURNED AR.FA WITH 
A I.J:JfJ MFSQUI'I'E DENSI'rY ON 'IHE srrnY 
AREA AT FT. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
CX>MANCHE CX>ONTY, OKIAHOMA, 1985. 
April .May June July 
.May 0.0001 
June 0.0001 0.0001 
July 0.0001 0.0001 0.6261 
AU9'USt 0.0001 0.0001 0.3758 0.6902 
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'ffiBLE 64. ANALYSIS OF CDVARIAOCE 
<P> IT I ) OF .MJNrHLY STEM DENSITY 
REGESSIONS FDR 'IHE 3-YFAR OLD BURi\J 
WITH A IDW-MFSQUITE DENSITY ON 'IHE STUDY 
~ AT FT. SILL MILITARY RESERVATION, 
CD.MANCHE CDlNTY, OKLAHOMA., 1985 • 
.M'JNIB 
April May June July 
May 0.0001 
June 0.0001 0.7467 
July 0.0001 0.2724 0.1556 
AlJ3USt 0.0001 0.0829 0.0398 0.5236 
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'.IA.BIB 65 • ANALYSIS OF CDVA..R.IAOCE 
(P>jTj) OF MONTHLY STEM DENSITY 
REGESSIONS FDR 'IHE 1-YEAR OLD BURN 
WITH A IJ::M1 ME'SQUI'rE DENSITY ON 'IHE 
Sl'ODY AREA AT FT. SILL MILITARY 
.RESERVATION, (J)-'.1A.NCHE CDl.NrY, 
OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
MONI'H 
April May June July 
May 0.1792 
June 0.4395 0.0345 
July 0.9637 0.1944 0.4130 
Ai.Bust 0.6053 0.0631 0.7977 0.5739 
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ThBLE 66. ANALYSIS OF OJVARIA1~E 
(P> I Tl ) OF MJNI'HLY STEM DENSITY 
RffiESSIONS FOR 'IRE STUDY-YEAR BURN 
WI'l'H A LOO MESQUITE DENSITY ON 'IRE 
STUDl'. AREA. AT FT. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVA'TION, ffiMANCHE CDlNTY, 
OKIAHOM.l\., 1985 • 
April May June July 
May 0.0001 
June 0.0001 0.0300 
July 0.0001 0.1135 0.5863 
August 0.0001 0.0344 0.2808 0.5930 
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APPENDIX M 
'.!ABLE 67. ANALYSIS OF OJVARIANCE 
(P> IT I ) OF MJNI'HLY STEM DENSI'rY 
REGESSIONS FDR 'IHE lNBURNED AREA WI'rH 
A HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY ON 'IhE S'I'lJDi 
ARE.Z1. AT Fr. SILL MILIT~RY RESERVATION, 
CDMANCHE OJlNTY, OKIAHO'v1A, 1985. 
MJNIB 
April M::l.y Jooe July 
May 0.0001 
Jooe 0.1982 0.0001 
July 0.4408 0.0001 0.0398 
AUJUSt 0.0336 0.0001 0.0007 0.1749 
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ThBLE 68. ANALYSIS OF (!)VARIANCE 
<P> IT I ) oF MJNrHLY STEM DENSITY 
RB3ESSIONS FDR 'IHE 3-YTh.R OLD BURN 
WIYrl A HIGH MESQUITE DENSITY ON 'IRE 
STUDY ARE2\ AT Fr. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVATION, a:>MAN::HE CXlUNTY, 
OKI.AROMA., 1985. 
April May June July 
May 0.0001 
June 0.6478 0.0003 
July 0.0249 0.0001 0.0070 
AUjUSt 0.0026 0.0001 0.0005 0.4383 
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'ffiBLE 69. ANALYSIS OF ffiVA..R.IANCE 
CP> IT I ) OF .MJNrHLY STEM DENSITY 
RE3ESSIONS FDR 'IHE 2-YEAR OLD BURN 
WITB A HIGH MESQUI'rE DENSITY ON 'IBE 
ST(])Y A..R.FA AT FT. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVATION, CDMA.N:HE ffilNTY, 
OKLAHOMA, 1985. 
April May June July 
May 0.0001 
June 0.0001 0.7664 
July 0.0001 0.0166 0.0259 
August 0.0001 0.0749 0.1376 0.4557 
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'ITl.BLE 70. ANALYSIS OF ffiVARIAN:E 
(P> IT I ) OF MJNI'HLY STEM DENSITY 
RffiESSIONS FOR 'IHE 1-YEZlli. OLD BURN 
WITH A HIG.B MESQUITE DENSITY ON 'IHE 
sruoy AR.El\ AT Fr. SILL MILITARY 
RESERVATION, mMAN2'rlE OJU\J""TY, 
OKIAHCMA, 1985. 
April May June July 
May 0.0001 
June 0.0047 0.0372 
July 0.0001 0.4079 0.2083 
August 0.1809 0.0004 0.1351 0.0060 
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APPENDIX N 
STEM DENSITY EQUA'rIONS 
S = Number of Stems H = Height 
Burn Mesquite 
R2 Year Density Month Equation 
Unburned Open April S=3.229-0.140(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.71 
Unburned Open May S=3.567-0.095(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.66 
Unburned Open June S=4.377-0.164CH)+0.001CH2 ) 0.80 
Unburned Open July S=3.622-0.132(H)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.68 
Unburned Open August S=3.359-0.123(H}+0.001CH2 ) 0.72 
------------------------------------------------------------
Unburned Low April S=0.966-0.042CH)+0.0004CH 2 ) 0.51 
Unburned Low May S=2.025-0.08l(H)+0.001CH2 } 0.68 
Unburned Low June S=2.900-0.103CH)+0.001CHZ) 0.71 
Unburned Low July S=2.831-0.095(H)+0.001CH2 ) 0.80 
Unburned Low August S=3.321-0.121CH)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.83 
------------------------------------------------------------
Unburned High April S=3.532-0.149CH)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.66 
Unburned High May S=3.842-0.069(H)+0.0002CH 2 ) 0.60 
Unburned High June S=4.167-0.174CH)+0.002(H2 > 0.77 
Unburned High July S=3.289-0.144(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.64 
Unburned High August S=2.189-0.092(H)+0.00l(H2 > 0.57 
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3-Year Oid Open /:\pr ii S=2.208-0.l00(H)+U.00l(ri2 J. 0.33 
3-Year Oid Open May S=3.lll-0.134(H)+0.0011H2 l 0.62 
3-Year Oid Open June S=3.284-0.13l(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0. 80 
3-Year Old Open July S=3.213-0.117(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0. 81 
3-Year Old Open August S=3.084-0.lll(H)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.85 
------ ------- - -------- - ----- - --------- - -------- ------·- -- - - - -
3-Year Old Low April S=2.228-0.097(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.61 
3-Year Old Low May S=5.173-0.167(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.75 
3-Year Old Low June S=5.435-0.180(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.84 
3-Year Old Low July S=4.845-0.160(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.82 
3-Year Old Low August S=4.761-0.160(H)+0.001CH2 ) 0. 86 
------------------------------------------------------------
3-Year Old High April S=3.703-0.153(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.71 
3-Year Old High May S=3.767-0.124(rl)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.69 
3-Year Old High June S=3.615-0.144(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.70 
3-Year Old High July S=2.649-0.110(.H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.67 
3-Year Old High August S=2.142-0.087(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.61 
------------------------------------------------------------
2-Year Old Open April S=l.584-0.072(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.46 
2-Year Old Open May S=2.547-0.113(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.63 
2-Year Old Open June S=2.856-0.124(H)+0.00l(H2 ) · 0.65 
2-Year Old Open July S=2.742-0.115(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.72 
2-Year Old Open August S=2.760-0.113(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.77 
----~-------------------------------------------------------
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2-Year Old High April S=l.112-0.048(H)+0.0005CH 2 ) 0.55 
2-Year Old High May S=l.915-0.052(H)+0.0004CH 2 ) 0. 6.2 
2-Year Old High June S=2.142-0.063(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.70 
2-Year Old High July S=2.397-0.070(H)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.55 
2-Year Old High August S=2.311-0.068(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.61 
------------------------------------------------------------
1-Year Old Open April S=l.601-0.073(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.52 
1-Year Old Open May S=2.922-0.12l(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.76 
1-Year Old Open June S=3.216-0.127(H)+0.001 rn 2 ) 0.74 
1-Year Old Open July S=3.348-0.130(H)+0.00l(H2 ) {'\ .85 
1-Year Old Open August S=2.703-0.109(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.77 
------------------------------------------------------------
1-Year Old Low April S=5.184-0.22l(H)+0.002CH 2 ) 0.69 
1-Year Old Low May S=3.180-0.089(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.65 
1-Year Old Low June S=3.173-0.107(H)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.65 
1-Year Old Low July S=3.252-0.107(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.78 
1-Year Old Low August S=3.334-0.115(H)+0.001CH2) 0.82 
------------------------------------------------------------
1-Year Old High April S=3.174-0.133(H)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.60 
1-Year Old High May S=4.183-0.144(H)+0.001CH 2 ) 0.68 
1-Year Old High June S=3.356-0.118(H)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.68 
1-Year Old High July S=3.482-0.115(tl)+0.00~<H 2 ) 0.51 
1-Year Old High August S=2.501-0.084(H)+0.00l(H2 ) 0.53 
------------------------------------------------------------
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Study-Year Open April S=0.855-0.039(H)+0.0004CH2 l 0.43 
Study-Year Open May S=l.418-0.063CHl+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.52 
Study-Year Open June S=2.543-0.107(H)+0.001(H 2 ) 0. 70' 
Study-Year Open July S=3.332-0.132(H)+0.001CH 2 J 0.81 
Study-Year Open August S=2.853-0.115(8)+0.00l(H2 J 0.80 
------------------------------------------------------------
Study-Year Low April S=3.375-0.153(H)+0.002(H2 ) 0.59 
Study-Year Low May S=4.349-0.15l(Hl+0.00l(H 2 > 0.90 
Study-Year Low June S=4.086-0.145(H)+0.00l(H2 J 0.86 
Study-Year Low July S=3.645-0.125(H)+0.00l(H 2 ) 0.77 
Study-Year Low August S=3.523-0.123(H)+0.00l(H2 J 0.70 
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